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BY SARA BAHNSON
Assistant News£dltor
BroncoPrint, a new system that
gives all BSU students a print-
ing quota, went live on Aug. 15,
after almost two years of re-
search and testing by the Office of
Information Technology (OIT).
This is the first system of its
kind at BSU,where printing has
been free to students, faculty,
staff, and the public.
Students that are registered fur
one or more credits will be given
$15 worth of printing or 300 free
pages for the semester. If the quo-
ta is exceeded, the student will be
charged for further print jobs.
RANDALL POST
NewsEditor
Bulldozers and dump trucks
are a common sight on the main
campus, as Boise'State continues
to grow and expand into a metro-
politan university of distinction,
says Frank Z~ng, university coIl}-
munications director.
Two of the most noticeable con-
struction cites on campus are the
demolition of the block between
Michigan, and Vermont Streets
just south of the Rec Center and
the $9.5 million Multipurpose
Indoor Practice Facility next to
Bronco Stadium.
"The Block," as lang calls it,
started demolition in July and is
being turned into a temporary
parking lot for the 2005-06 school
year.
The lot.will offer 290 spaces of
general parking and should be
done by the start of classes today.
"The new temporary parking lot
will help ease the parking issues
created by the Indoor Practice
Facility in the west part of Bronco
Stadium parking lot," lang said.
About a year from now, con-
struction will begin on the $13
million Student Health Wellness
and Counseling Center, pending
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Before you walk to your first
class, you will likely need to find
a parking space for your vehicle.
Below are some important chang-
es affecting parking on campus
this fall.
While there are about the same
number of parking spaces on
campus this year as last, some of
the General Parking' areas have
moved.
A committee of, faculty, stu-
dents, and staff was assembled
over a year and a half ago to dis-
cuss the increasing costs of print-
ing on campus, in large pari due
to "excessive printing by a small
percentage of. students," said
David O'Neill, executive director
of OIT and the committee chair-
person.
Stephen Henderson, manager of
OIT computer labs, said that ap-
proximately 20,000 printed pages
were wasted per week in one lab.
"The goal we've set out to is
to contain costs for students,"
O'Neill said. "We could've raised
student fees to cover the increas-
ing costs, but 80 plus percent
approval from the State Board of
Education, lang said.
The university has spent the
past six years purchasing land as
it has become available south of
University Drive, lang said.
"We have bought 70 parcels in
the last six years, making open
market acquisitions," Zang said.
Boise State has bought parcels
from rental companies and from
homeowners, lang said.
They've even helped homeown-
ers with relocating, moving, and
finding a home in those rare oc-
casions, lang said.
Some of the houses on "The
Block" were spared demolition
and have been, put up on risers
across from the new parking lot
and on the corner of Protest Hill
and Federal Way. ThE)contractor
is now going to sell them.
Mike Johnson with Western
States Construction says the
houses will be relocated on lots
on the Bench, Vista, and various
other places across Boise.
"Land is so expense to buy in
Boise," Johnson said.
Each house costs about $40,000
- $60,000 to move plus wire costs.
Because the houses are so tall,
they have to move power wires,
telephone wires, and fiber optic
er 0 n l In e com
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ROAD TO
ATHENS
of students wouldn't have seen
the impact of being able to print
more."
According to Henderson, the
average student prints approxi-
mately 200 pages per semester,
, and ,he expects the BroncoPrint
quota to meet the needs of 85 per-
cent of students.
"The University of Idaho has
a similar program, which as of
2004, gave, students a 200 page
quota," Henderson said. "Our
quota gave a 50 percent increase
of University of Idaho's."
- BroncoPrint has been installed
in all computer labs at all of the
Boise State campuses, including
Campus Westand Canyon County.
Students must have their student
ID card to useBroncol'rint, When
'''Print'' is selected, BroncoPrint
will ask for a student ID number
and for the student to name the
print job. They will be advised of
the cost ofthejob.
The student ID card can be
swiped at the lab's Print Release
Station, where only print jobs
matching the student ID number
will be displayed.
The screen displays the cost of
the job and the projected remain-
ing balance. The student must
confirm, and the job is printed.
The cost is charged, and the cur-
rent remaining balance is dis- '
played.
"You can choose where you
want to route the job and release
it when you get there," O'Neill
said. "There's more security with
this system."
BroncoPrint was tested in
Multi-Purpose-lab 121during the
spring semester of 2005, begin-
ning on March26.
Although the test was meant to
assess the new BroncoPrint soft-
ware and did not give each stu-
dent a quota, Henderson said that
he saw a 30 to 50 percent reduc-
tion in printing.
"I noticed that the wasted pa-
per has been cut down," said Iesus
Gonzales, a junior photography
major. "My only concern is if and
See BroncoPrml [page31
f .New printing program gives BSU students quota
Campus expansion reflects metropolitan direction
PHO'1U BY RIeHM SWANBECIIJ'l'HE ARBITER
These houses were once located on 'The Block' between Michigan and Vermont Streets, which is now a temporary parking lot for Boise State students.
General Permit
Your permitis oniy valid if visi- .
ble. Do notloan, trade, or sell your , .
permit to anyone. Oniy display
your permit in vehicles registered
with Parking and Transportation
Services, and notify PTSif any vee
hicleinformation changes.
Cross parking into reserve lots
is permitted only after 5 p.m,
New General Parking Mcnday-Friday ami all .day on '
New general permit parking lots weekends. Permit holders may be
have been built; and others are.In asked not to park Inthe BSUlots
the process of being constructed when events such as home foot-
on the south part of campus the ball games are scheduled.
area: between University Drive . The. university is doing ev;
to .the north and Beacon to the Ilrything)t can to prov1~e park.
south, .Lincoln. to the' west and Jng .relief during this. transition-
Broadway to the east. Here arethe .al penodandappreclates,your·
new general parking lots: .' '. . patience. ~d":;unders,tandlt1~.
Michigan al1dnelmont (south' Ac:ldltiona1.stafr\\fill~e .(}~hal1d
of.Student Recreatloneeptet),' ,fo,r trafflccontJ:()l atld dq' .
270spaces. ,: .:«. .'.;,'"c:,~~.:~i..:,.;jLM2!.~~ar!i.rig~p-~sWlll9 .
- :Deriverii.riafieacoii72~-ijiaces0'T~. -
Eticiid. '.·and· UniVersitY:/tol.d'/the;"
,CollegeDrlv,eln),248p1lces' . .-
. . ManltOu·southof]Bea'
sPl.lce~')"~:' };) :>:1;J:t.;2:
cables; Johnson said.
Zang says construction on the
indoor training facility project is
proceeding on schedule and has
an anticipated completion date of
early 2006. \
The underground work for the
band and dance tea,m portion of.
the facility is under way, and the
assembly of the steel structure
over' the football practice arena
wiII begin next month, Zang said.
Department offers pointers for·students with parking concerns
BOI~E+STATE
UIIIVEISITY
Campus Parking Map
:z 0 0 5-2 0'0 6
able for genera1 permit holders to
park in the East Stadium Lot
The BSU shuttle runs through
this lot, and then circles campus
with numerous drop-off points.
Shuttle service. runs Monday-
Fridayevery 15minutes from7·8
a.m., every eight minutes from 8
a.m.-5p.m., and every 15minutes
from 5-9 p.m, (Friday shuttle ser-
vice ends at 5:30 p.m.).
Buy your permit·
Parking and Transportation
Services is open from 7' a.m-s:
p.m, Monday-Prlday at the corner
of Llncolnand University. They
will not turn awaypeopletn line
at 6 p.m, The cost is $69 for an an"
.nual general parking permit.
.We$tS~IJlmM1t;,. __ "
• The area most heaVIly impact~
ed bytheloss of general parking
spaces is theWest,Stadil;in1.Lot.,
.ByMarch/lJoiseStat~w1"regaln
,'sonieparking~aces!ID.~l1aY~.!l' ...•'.' , -.',I> ;;'.'
tremendous rrtu1U7PUlpos~:Jn-c b~veryUmlted. ....' .: . ;:-',:';-< .
. ..do.or}raitiingJ,acp.t9>' ··vm~~.the·'.i;::,~~t oftltel()twPlb~R~sl~ent
·.:c~n.,s.·tnt,·c~o",.~lt',:.b'" a~..eBt"..;R,a,~k~'-.thflill."":j),a.',r,klli.,.",,g.It}.$~n~IPated~"-;,','.",t,:",,,
;i~g,iti·tti!~ll;·.. :h on ." e . er .J!I"'''.;
..$tadltilil'41f '.,., en
In .addition, repairs to Bronco
Stadium's light towers should be
completed by mid-August.
pdf.
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people in the world's sec- Docking, . Matthew Hess,
and-poorest country over Carla Hines, and Francis
the edge, .. .Hitschmann, •..will share
Yet ,governments and the $5,000 prize plus ad-
citizens of the developed ditional financing to con-
world' appear capable only struct a mockup that will.
of responding to crisis, ana be showcased at the associ- .
only then if it's televised, at ion's 2005 trade show in
instead of targeting suffi- Atlanta.
cientaid to programs that Lorin Maletsky, an as-
would allow places like sistant professor of me-
Nigej to help 'themselves, chanical engineering" was
aid groups say. . thrilled by his students'
"It's almost like we're in performance, noting that
a post-literate world,if it's most of them would learn
not on TV, it's not real," of their accomplishment
said Neil Gallagher, chief when they returned to cam-
spokesman for the World pus Thursday from sum-
Food Program, the Rome- mer break.
based United Nations "Nothing like this has
humanitarian agency. ever happened before,"
"Politicians seem to react Maletsky said. "We spent
to that." the whole semester work-
ing on this project. ... Their
designs were well found-
ed."
Boise' State's stu-
dent radio to present
free concert
world can overcome their, 'most tournaments. 'The: top 10important differences and percent of all competitors
hammer out a meaningful m a division are named to
constitutionbyMonday, the the first team, the next 10
latest deadline they set, that percent are named to the'
could help stem the steady second team, and the next Boise State University's
decline in U.S. public sup- 10, percent receive honor- student-run radio station,
port for Bush's Iraq policy' able mention. Of the 17 University Pulse, will pres-
and buy the administration members 'on the Boise. ent a free concert to eel-
more time. to train Iraqi State team, six were named ebrate its grand opening
forces and help ensure the to the first team, four to the from 6-10 p.m. on Saturday,
nation's future stability. second team, and three re- Aug. 27, at the Boise State
But if the Iraqis can't ceived honorable mention. Centennial Amphitheatre.
agree on the fundamental The concert. lineup in-
questions of how they'll Grad students' art eludes electro/indie/New
C
·overn themselves, Bush's h d Wave music from Jessicaworks s owcase S h' J . h f S Iistoric gamble in Iraq omet mg ewis a a t
could be lost-and with it in 'Disparate' Lake City; powerpop from
his popularity today and his The Handsome of Provo,
standing in history tomor- "Disparate," an art exhi- Utah; and local favor-
row, according to Middle bition, will open Aug. 22 ites McVarsity and Brian
'East and domestic political at the Boise State Universit~ Wilkinson.
analysts. Hemingway Center s University Pulse plays
"This is the essence of Visual Arts Center Gallery on AM 730 from noon to
the exit strategy. Without 2. midnight on Sundays, and
this, it will be hard for A reception will be held programming will soon be
the U.S. to point to Iraq from 6-9 p.m. on Aug. 26. available on the Internet.
as a success," said Lee There will be free park- The program lineup is an
Feinstein, of the Council ing during the event at eclectic mix of music and
on Foreign Relations and the Liberal Arts park- talk.
a former official in the ing lot, located between For a lrogramming
Defense and State depart- the Liberal Arts Building schedule an more infor-
ments. and the Student Union. mation on the station, visit
Refreshments will be the University Pulse Web
served. site at http://pulse.boises-
The exhibit continues tate.edu.
until Sept. 10. The gal-
lery is open from 10 a.m.-
6 p.m. Monday-Friday,
noon-5 p.rn. on Saturday,
.and is closed on Sunday.
Admission is free.
"Disparate" features
works by seven artists
who are working toward
their Master of Fine Arts
in Visual Arts degrees.
The exhibit includes per-
formance art, printmak-
ing, photography, painting,
and sculpture. Participants
include Isaac Grambo,
Marlow Hoffman, Lorin
Humphreys, Angela
Katona-Batchelor, Sue
Latta, Candace Nicol, and
Ralph Polasky. ",. "
·Nige~'s plight goes
. unnoticed ..
. .Last fall, long before mil-
lions danced the night away
at Live 8 concerts designed
to spur action against
Africa's .poverty, experts
were predicting that large
numbers of people would
go hungry this summer in
the West African nation of
Niger.
And just a month before
Jay-Z and Dave Matthews
wowed huge crowds on
the Benjamin Franklin
Parkway, a top U.N. offi-
cial warned that 150,000 of
Niger's children would die
unless a major relief effort
was mounted. His state-
ment got almost no media
coverage.
Then, in mid-July, the
fly-strewn faces and swol-
len bellies of Niger's dying
children began showing up
on television. Now, emer-
gency food relief is com-
mg, Just m time for some,
too late for others.
Because the world waited
so long, the costs are much
higher, both in lives and in
money. Nobody knows how
many children have died in
Niger in recent weeks, but
malnourished ¥oung bod-
ies are stretching the ca-
pacity of makeshift feeding
centers.
The Niger crisis is the lat-
est illustration of a gaping
chasm between gauzy good
intentions and real-world
delivery when it comes to
Africa.
The root of Niger's prob-
lem is. not drought and lo-
custs, though they were
the proximate causes.: but
extreme poverty. Thenatu-
1:31disasters simply pu~hea,. .,., , , .;., ~.-
nat ronal
Teams from U of
Kansas win amuse-
ment park contest
Bush legacy rests on
Iraqi constitution
No one has more at stake
than President Bush as Iraq
tries to draft a constitution.
He has called the writing
of the document a mile-
stone in Iraq's drive to-
ward self-reliance, a step-
pingstone for establishing
an Arab democracy in the
Middle East, and the le-·
gal keystone to the stable
government that's neces- Thirteen members of the
sary before U.S. troops can Boise State University de-
come home. bate and speech team were
"As Iraqis stand up, we named to the 2004-05
will stand down," Bush Division I All-Northwest
said last week after meet- Forensics Conference
ing with his defense and Team. In March, the team
foreign policy teams at his earned the national cham-
Texas ranch. pionship at the biennial
The Iraqi government's Pi Kappa Delta National
failure to meet the Aug. 15 Tournament in St. Louis,
deadline for a draft consti- Mo.
tution underscores Bush's Awards are based on the
political risk: If Iraq's number of points students
Shiites, Sunnis, and Kurds 'earn in competition atNFC
Three teams of University
of Kansas engineering stu-
dents swept the top three
awards in a national com-
petition to develop new
Ideas for disabled access to
amusement park rides.
The inaugural "Access
to Fun" contest was spon-
sored by the International
Association of Amusement
Parks and Attractions and
the U.S. Access Board
and drew 13 entrants from
schools, design firms, and
other organizations.
"This is a tremen-
.dous compliment to the
University of Kansas
School of Engineering pro-
gram, that its students ex-
celled above the rest," the
association noted in citing
the winners.
.The. , .first-place ,team,
'composed of students Tyler
., .
Thirteen Talkin'
Broncos named to
all-conference team
urhatt.he?
Cops get medievel
A 42-year-old Michigan
'man crashed his car, then
ran to his home where
police SOOI1 showed up to
discuss the matter with
him. They found him in his
cellar wearing a chainmail
vest and leather gauntlets
on his arms while bran-
dishing a sword and a large
wooden mallet.
He defiantly challenged
the cops, saying, "I have a
thousand years of power."
Police tasercdhim. .
0\ ~
I'
Move-in.Madness at residence halls: I
tween the late morning and early
afternoon hours. Most of the ac-
tivity took place at the residential
community that includes Keiser,
Taylor, Driscoll, and Morrison
halls.
At 8 p.m. on Friday, BSU's
Student Programs Board and
Student Housing hosted Move-
in Madness in the Centennial
Amphitheatre. Move-in Madness
featured a free concert, film,and
an ice cream social for the stu-
dent residents.
COURTESY QF
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Another interesting feature re-
lated to student housing is [he
university's "residential colleges:'
some of which include couples
who are faculty/staff members
and will be living in the halls this
year with students.
Once such couple is Jim and
Georgia Girvan. Jim is the dean
. of Boise State's College of Health
Sciences, and Georgia is the di-
rector of the universit y's Regional
Alcohol and Drug Awareness
Resource (HADAR)Center.
, I
The university's residence
halls were bustling with activity
on Friday, the first day students
were allowed to move into their
new homes. For the first time, the
university is expecting more than
1,000 students living on campus
this fall.
According to Carolyn Harrison,
student housing director. the peak
"moving-in" activity occurs be-
Make sure you
get the things you
need for your new
home at school
o 1 Lap Desko 1 Room Chairo M0Sl1i
CribComforts
02 Sheet Sets
Chow Downo 4 Boll1S, Pla:es, Mugso 1 Bottle/Can Openero 1 Water Filter Pitchero 1 Donn,Size MICrowaveo 1 Dom-Sze ::{efrigerator
01 B!endero 1 George Foreman Gnl
o 1 Toaster Olen
o 1 CoHeernakw
Must Haves
o 1 Clock Raaioo 1 Telep1l0neo 1Far!
o 1 Photo Album
02 Extension Cordso 1 Surge Protector
01 Waste Basket
o 1 Door Mirror
• OBatteriesoWaHHooks
Showe~nme
06 Towe! 5e1s
01 Towel Bar
01 Tub Mato 1 Shower Unero I,Shower Ring Set
0,1ShOl'l8f Toteo 1 Over The Door Hook
DIElectric 'joothbrusho 1 Magnif}oing Mirroro 1 Blow Dryero 1Electric Razoro 1Robe & SEppers
.,.0 1 f3?th row~HoV;er
. OJ HM8IUSh
oSu..'WnHooks
. 0 1 Bath ScaJeoHair Straightener
o 1 Comforter or Olli!1 •
(C'Y:(D1 r:·t~"1':\ (f (":"/I'''l-k~-_d',
Volunteer Services Board Blood Drive
.The Volunteer Servi~esBo~9V911be. coordinating
blood drivesa,tIJSU.'Q1e~ij'St'dri"eisoIrSept2in
,the Jordan Ballroom,froltl'·9'a.m.to3p.rn~'To make an
appointment;ca1l371-:230Gol',·42B-4240.
. . - .- ,- . -" - ,- . '-"'.;' "',',- '....\ '-',; "
::~':-;i-<":' .
02 ClI':e! Covers
[]2 Plio-tIS
[] 4 P,I'ow Protectors
o 1 F!ttc{i Mattress Pad
[] 1 Accen: ~~ug
[] Door Beads
Clean It
o 1 Tabletop Ironing Boardo 1 Hand or Stick VacuulTIo 2 Laundry Bagso 1 Drymg nacko 1 Co:T'JY.ICtIrono Set of 6 Dish Clothso 1 C0111derHamper
File Ito 1 Storage Trunk
02 Under-the-Bed Containerso 1 Storage Seto 1 CD or DVO TOYler
DISci oi4 Bed Riserso 1 Folding Book Caseo 1 Shoe Rack .o 1 Storage CartoHangersoMesh Cubes
03-6 Milk Crateso Duffel Bago Space Bags
I
I
I
I .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
".;"..,,;..T"_ ....
Vial" 'UJIVo 1 8UIletin BOardo 1,Desklampo 'Hloor Lampo 1 Desk Organizer Set
01 BedAest
BY RYAN MORTBNSBN
NewsWrtter
agenda in science and engineer-
.ing and the role it plays in afford-
ing our students opportunities to
engage' in .laboratory lnvestiga-:
tion and discovery seemsperfect-
ly timed," Kustra said.
. Kustra also addressed what the
. university
is doing for
students to
achieve ex-
.celIence in
· their learning
· and living ex-
perience on
campus.
According
to aBSU news
· release, Boise
State is on
track to meet
its 2 percent
increase in
falI semester
enrollment,
Robert Kustra with the se-
mester totaling a record-breaking
18,600students.
Kustra said that the new fresh-
man class is particularly impres-
sive and are the highest academi-
cally qualified entering class in
the history of BSU.
Kustra emphasized the impor-
tance for Boise State to examine
the faculty responsibilities to the
students and the role that faculty
plays at BSUin mentoring, advis-
ing, and counseling students.
"Sometimes I'm not sure we ap-
preciate the long-term impact of
the faculty-student relationship.
The quality ofthat experience will'
affect other decisions students
will make as citizens and taxpay-
ers for the rest of their lives," said
Kustra.
Kustra said that his interest for
this year is to improve the culture
of the campus and to have a sense
of community among students.
"1know we are up against a sig-
nificant challenge; we are a com-
muting culture. Students are com-
ing and going on their way to and
from class, and from work, and
from families, but we must find
ways of connecting more effec-
tively with students. It's the rea-
son why I stress the faculty-stu-
dent relatlonshlp.TsaldKustra. .
Kustra said that students need
faculty to be available outside of
the classroom and to be willing
to sit down with students in the
SUB, at dinner, or at lunch and
talk, not just about the courses
they are taking, but their lives,
Boise State University President
Bob Kustra delivered his State
of the. University Address to a
staff .and .faculty audience on
. Wednesday in the
Student . Union
Building's Jordan
Ballroom.
Kustra is en-
tering his third
year as president
of BSU. His ad-
ministration has
been marked by
an emphasis on
upgrading admis-
sion standards,
improving the
undergraduate
experience, and
increasing the
number of gradu-
ate and doctoral
programs.
Kustra focused his remarks
on the science and engineering
fields; the importance of teaching
students, and began his speech by
addressing Boise State's research
.agenda to its metropolitan re-
sponsibilities.
He said that today Boise State
finds itself among those metro-
politan universities empowered
not by a 19th century federal stat- .
ute, but by a dynamic, high tech
economy and growing communi-
ty, which accounts for the grow-
ing enrollment, the faculty's en-
gagement in the community, and
the success in winning research
grants.
"Boise State deserves to be
recognized and respected as a
university in a class of its own,"
Kustra said.
In 2004, BSU's College 'of
Engineering ranked 20th on U.S.
News and World Report's list of
best engineering colleges among
public universities. A recent
$400,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation to the College
of Engineering will allow BSU to
provide engineering scholarships
to 30 undergraduate students in
engineering and science.
Kustra: stated that the 'College
of Engineering is using fund-
ing from a $1 million .Hewlett
Foundation grant to help under-
prepared engineering students
make the transition from high
school to college.
, "Boise State's growing research
.their careers; their aspirations,
and their goals.
'"Student success measured
by every major toll or undertak-
ing has determined that the stu-
dent-faculty relationship is the
key," said Kustra. "When students
graduate, the value of their de-
gree will be better than it has ever
been in the history of Boise State.
What'stands behind that degree
is a quality education, and that
education is getting better every
year."
One of the BSU staff's highest
priorities this year is to work with
faculty to strengthen the bond be-
tween student and campus, part-
nerlng with faculty to revitalize
programming and create more
meaningful opportunities for the
students. .
Kustra announced in his ad-
dress that by October there
would be another construction
project on campus as the uni-
versity breaks ground on a new
Interactive Learning Center.
With 12 multi-purpose class-
rooms and a 200-seat auditorium,
as well as dining and food service
areas, Kustra said the Interactive
Learning Center would symbol-
ize the university's commitment
to its students in facilitating state-
of-the-art learning with cutting
edge technology. The Interactive
Learning Center will also house
a new Center for Teaching and
Learning.
The Center for Teaching and
Learning will serve as a resource
for the faculty to review new theo-
ries of cognitive development and
to experiment with strategies for
,motivating learners'.
"Learning is a complex under-
taking, and even the best teacher
may not succeed at reaching all
students successfully," Kustra
said.
To kick off these renewed ef-
forts to engage students to take
part in on-campus activities, BSU
is sponsoring a faculty-student
barbeque during the second week
of class on the Quad.
On Monday, Aug. 29, faculty
and staff have. been encouraged
to reach' out, meet their students,
and help solidify the sense of the
community.
The barbeque will begin at
11:00a.m. and end at 1:00p.m, All
academic departments and facul-
ty are encouraged to come, as well
as all students.
BroncoPrlnl[frDmpagel]
whcn I exceed my quota."
If the quota is exceeded, stu-
dents can use an Add Value
Station to transfer funds from
their BroncoBucks account or in-
sert currency.
At Albertsons Library, which
is open to the public, users who
are not students must purchase a
card from a vending machine to
print. '
. '. The, burden of the quota, on
graduate students was addressed
thoroughlyby Henderson, O'Neill,
and the committee. . .
·We found no evidence that the
average graduate student prints
more than the average under-
graduate student," Henderson
said. "The impact on gradu- BroncoPrint and color printing at
ate students, based on our data, BSU and Campus West by the end
shouldn't be very much," of September.
O'Neill said the new system will According to O'Neill, wireless
benefit graduate students. access to BroncoPrint will also be
"Graduate students often print available in the near future.
large jobs that take a long. time; "We'll continue to track usage,
O'Neill said. "Now they can pick and after the first year, we'll reex-
an appropriate time to print be- amine the quotas and see ifthey're
cause they have control over re- appropriate," said Henderson.
leasing the prlntjob,' . According to O'Neill, the main
. According' to Henderson, the objectiveofBroncoPrint is to give
:BrOtlcOPrlntsYStem: S1ifIUld!:JIlllld'., studcntsanincenmtltltOttGwamF,;;co;c.-::E0
better: printqualJty with cleaner . wht!n'theYPlJll,t. .,''''':'):;\:::!:;':;:;~
printing due to fewerpnnt Jobs; "Wlthihe'newsystem, whiitthe . .
Students can also expect the 'IYllit people who print a lotdo doesn't
time for printing to be signifi- affect everyone," O'Neill said. "Ws
cantly reduced. more tailored to the individual
O1T will begin testing student."
Government study finds U.S. college textbook costs.sky-rocketing
BY BECKY B1>.RTIND1>.LB
. Knight Ridder Tribune
But student advocates said
Tuesday they hope having the
GAO validate their claims will
galvanize colleges to push for
textbook practices that help stu-
dents save money, such as asking
publishers to sell books separate- .
ly from other learning materials
that often go unused.
"Our experience is the publish-
ers do not respond to students;
said Merrlah Fairchild, a high-
er-education advocate with the
California Student Public Interest
Research Group, which has been
studying textbook .. costs since
2003.
"Professors and college admin-
istrators are the ones publishers
say they take their cues from,"
U.S.Rep. David Wu, aDemocrat
• from Oregon, sought the GAO
study after learning that students
were ordering U.S.textbooks from
Amazon.com's United Kingdom
Web site because they were much
cheaper abroad.
The report concludes that price
differences from country to coun-
try largely come down to local
market conditions and what stu-
dents in a particular market can
and are willing to pay.
As students turn to the Internet,
the report says, publishers have
strengthened their agreements
with foreign wholesalers and on-
line retailers to limit large-scale
reimportation of cheaper books
to the United States.
Wu plans to Investigate the
legality of such restraints, his
spokeswoman said.
The Association of American
Publishers took issue with the
data used by the GAO,saying the
figures don't reflect the true cost
of books to students. .
Independent . numbers pro-
ducedby college bookstores and
American publishers show the
average full-rime student at a
four-year university spends $580
a year on textbooks, not the $898
the report claims. .
Publishers, have ,taken steps
in recent. years to reduce costs,
the group said, including issuing
low-cost texts, electronic books,
black-and-white editions, and ab-
breviated editions.
In a statement, the publishers
group defended bundling supple-
mentary instructional aids with
textbooks, saying they were de-
veloped at the request of profes-
sors and responding to students'
academic needs.
\ As more students attend col-
lege, they have a broad range of
skill levels and learning styles
that benefit from a range of ma-
terials, said the group's CEO,
Patricia Schroeder.
This is the first time the GAO
has looked at textbook prices.
The government has no oversight
of the publishing industry, "but
there is an overall public policy
interest in the cost of college, par-
ticularly for lower income stu-
dents and their families," said
Cindy Fagnoni, who manages the
section oJ the GAOthat produced
the report. "Our work shows that
textbooks make up a significant
share of college costs, especially
at the type of colleges low-Income
students attend."
The report found that textbooks
account on average for only 8 per-
cent ofthe cost of tuition and fees
for full-time students at private
universities full time, but it is a
much larger share for students
at public .colleges and universi-
ties; 26 percent at four-year pub-
lic schools and 72 percent at two-
year schools.
Textbook costs have become a
popular political issue, but legis-
lation probably is not the answer,
said Fairchild, from the student
research group that led the text-
book charge.
Fairchild outlined three chang-
es her group would like to see
'frompubllshers: .
-Publishing new editions only
when there is. signiflcant new
content; .
-Selllng textbooks "a la carte,"
not bundled, so students can
choose what they need;
-Charging U.S. students the
same lower prices other countries
receive.
A Government Accountability
Office study of U.S. college text-
book pricing confirms students'
complaints: Prices have sky-
rocked, driven by frequent new
editions and extra materials such
as workbooks and CD-ROMs,and
the same textbooks often cost less
overseas.
Since 1986, textbook costs
have increased by 186 percent,
at double the rate of inflation,
the U.S. GAO concluded in a re-
port released Tuesday. That rise,
combined with the 240 percent
increase in the average cost of
tuition and fees in the same pe-
riod, can create' barriers to col-
lege, particularly for low-income
students.
The report makes no recom-
mendations, presenting just a
factual explanation. of escalating
prices and the cost differences
between here and abroad.
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The crowd sus back end enjoys the music end weather at the 18th Annual Grand Targhee Bluegrass Festival.
BY AMBER PUGER
Culture Writer
As the summer dwindled down
and a different reality began to set
in, only one act of spontaneous
fun seemed appropriate to put
the carefree vacation to rest. One
last hoo-rah with friends to kiss
summer goodbye for another year
'and head into the semester with a
stockpile of good memories.
Some may have chosen a differ-
ent way to ring in the new semes-
ter, others may just be reading
textbooks and downloading syl-
labi, but for this college student
tradition is crucial. Exery year, a
concert seems to be held right be-
fore school starts and this August
was no different. The weekend of
August 12 offered the stylings of
old-time music and a twist on the
classic sounds of bluegrass.
The 18thAnnual Grand Targhee
Bluegrass Festival was composed
of old-school (traditional blue-
grass) and new school (progres-
sive bluegrass). On top oflistenlng
to amazing renditions of the clas-
sics and original material from the
each band, anyone could jump in
on a jam session at the Teewlnot
Lodge or down at any campsite.
As Ike Sheldon from the Wilders
put it on Saturday, "We just try to
get down and rock."
Friday August 12' at four in the
afternoon, the Hit and Run Band
kicked off the festivities followed
by the 'Drew Emmit Band. The
night was closed by an, energetic
show put on by the Waybacks.
Sheldon's band" The Wilders,
took the stage around 4:30 p.m.
on Saturday the 13th• The venue
was set up at the base of the Magic.
Carpet run and everyone was on
their feet dancing and swaying
to the sounds of this traditional
bluegrass band. Something aboul
a mandolin played to serenade, a
banjo plucked to rock, a scream-
ing fiddle and a melodic dobro
made the entire crowd want to
clap and stomp their feet in tune
with the band.
Lyrics sure to be remembered:
"I wish I was a catfish swimmin'
in the deep blue sea ...where all
the good lookin' women would
come swimmin' after me," echoed
through the crowd as everyone
Matt Costa plays innovative folk music,
BY DANNY MCNEESE
Culture Writer
The highlight of the recent Jack
Johnson concert at the Idaho
Center wasn't Johnson himself
but 23-year old Matt Costa.
A native from Huntington
Beach, California, Costa has been
playing music most of his life.
Starting young with piano les-
sons, Costa moved to the trumpet
in high school and later picked
up the guitar where he found his
knack.
Now touring for a national au-
dience, Costa is the latest "up and
comer." Playing solo orwith a back
up band, Costa played the south-
ern California circuit for several
years until being picked up by
Johnson for the current tour.
Now touring in support of his
new album "Songs We Sing," the
guitarist and vocalist gave credit
to his band. "These guys are awe-
some. Sometimes there are things
I can't do on other instruments
and obviously I can't play them
all at once."
As an opening act, Costa played
quiet yet thorough at the Idaho
Center's amphitheater. A prom-
ising display of things to come,
Costa was skillfully and amply
backed by his band. No weak sec-
tion was present, and with a great
pianist and drummer the set was
enjoyable.
Ever grateful, the performance
went over well with interested
fans. With hints of The Love'n
Spoonful and The Pixies, great
musical influences of times past
came to life. Still, the overtone
of Costa's 'performance was folk
driven.
. The lesser-known man on the
rise said he was pleased with the
enthusiasm of the Idaho crowd.
Only a few years.ago, the largest
crowd he had performed in front
of were in the numbers of 500 or
less. Now a crowd of 9,000 is fre-
quent.
A definite highlight of the sum-
mer, Costa is taking his new-
found fame in stride. "When we
were In San Diego, we played for
23,000 and that was an adrena-
line rush," Costa said. "It was the
largest crowd I've played in front
of. I didn't even realize how many
people were there at the time and
I just kindashut them out."
Humble and compassionate,
'the guitar playing skateboarder
has been playing an encore with
Johnson after every show as a
nightcap.
The Idaho Center was no differ-
ent and the crowd was more than
grateful to hear Costa again .
"It's awesome. It feels really
good to playa Beatie's song with
(Johnson). We've been doing that
for awhile and it's pretty cool."
:Some Items shOUld
never be denlm ...ever'
,BY MARIANA BEKKER
Culture Columnist
P111lI1JDY AMBER nJGERffilE ARBITER
Denim is more than a cotton
fabric; it has become a cultur-
al icon. A writer for American
Fabrics magazine once declared,
"Denim is one of the world's old-
est fabrics, yet it remain'S eter-
nally young.", If continuous use
of and interest in an item makes comes
it "eternally young," then denim, to denim
certainly qualifies. are denim shirts.
Traditionally, denim was Collared shirts will
manufactured for utilitarian never be out of style. They are a
purposes. It's a strong' durable classic look that will cross many
fabric that is hard to tear but generations.' Denim collared'
easy to clean.' shirts are the exception.
Now, this conventionally un- They are ugly. Itdoesn't matter
pretentious fabric comes in' all if your style is country western
shapes and sizes. Fashion de- or cowboy chic, denim shirts arc
signers have made this fabric a bad idea, They scream cheesy
their weapon of choice, charg- and lack the crispness and fresh-
ing ridiculous amounts of mon- ness that regular cotton collared
ey for the ultra- cheap material. shirts offer.
All sorts of clothing items can be Denim baseball caps arc nev-
found in denim. The most popu- er a good idea. Something about
lar being jean pants and jackets. ' the combination of a baseball
Unfortunately, the popularity of cap and denim fabric results in
this fabric has led to some not- a fashion faux pas that is just
so-iconic worthy clothing. downright tacky.
Let's start with denim shorts. But the main denim no-no still
Granted, there was a time when seen for reasons yet unknown
jean sl19);tlUy'e~e,\I~l<ePt"P.\el,!J" t,;,' to man is overalls.' Unless ..you '-"
that time has long passed. Men,' are-working on a farm, overalls
especially, should avoid denim should not be worn. They are .
shorts at all costs. Not only do unflattering on anyone. It re-
they look a little too tight, denim ally doesn't matter if they are
shorts seem to always have too denim or khaki or any other fab-
dark of a wash, causing them to ric, overalls are always a fashion
look dressy. Who the heck wears miss. ./"-
dressy shortsr It is highly unlikely that denim
For women, denim shorts are will ever be a fabric that's not in
never in an acceptable length. style. Its versatility offers unllm-
They are usually way too short, ited nossibilities, but remember
and therefore should not be _ just because something can
worn unless, that is, you are try- be made in denim, doesn't mean
ing to look like Daisy Duke. it should.
Another fashion miss when it
sang along.
The Wilders had never played at
the Targhee Festival before, and
the one part they will ,remem-
ber most is the energetic crowd.
"We like to get the crowd going
first thing ... this,wall ,an ,lJmJl,Zil)g"
crowd they really-stand out," said
Sheldon, the lead vocalist, guitar
player and mandolin player for
the Wilders. • ,
As the day turned into night
and the temperature dropped
dramatically, only a few who were
sitting noticed. Those who were.
dancing in front of the stage only
felt the heat rise as the Sam Bush
Band and Teton Thunderpluck
rocked the night away.An evening
full of harmonic smooth blues, an
Earl Scruggs and Bob Marley trlb-
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Mall Cosla and his band members relax before opening up for Jede Johnson at the Id~hDC~nterAugust 12
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fREE STANDARD
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
Animal Liberation Orcheslra Is currently on tour wlih Jack Johnson: .
.'~',< :j:f,J
were originally a nine-piece band, the band Is going fromliere," h~:
but stripped dQWntOp.,Cluartet said. .: .... '.
and that's wh~n they b~toALO's energy and sound gives
• refine their sound; , ." >::;': . .them' the unique edge over other
. touring wit~ the massively
popular Johrispn sh9Ulddo
wonders for ALO. 'Their new.
album, . "Fly Between . the
.Walls"aptly displays the range of
talent In the group. Though they
.do not have the inter-generational
reach that Johnson has, -.they
appeal to a wide open market that
has lost Jerry Garcia and more
recently grieved the passing of
Phish. Their music has the same
earth-loving tone.
Key tracks on "Fly Between the
Walls" include "Waiting for laden"
and "Glrl,IWannaLayYouDown,"
which features background
'.' vocals by Johnson. "laden" Is an
ode to the lead singer's son.bom
In 2000. In typical storytelling
fashion, the song chronicles the
final days of his wife's pregnancy
and ultimately the birth. Most
tracks on the album are lengthy
and include long musical breaks
eclectic in a good way. showcasing the band's. talent,
"For us, ALO Is more than just though the pauses become all too
a band and we're more than just anticipated toward the album's
a group of great friends making middle.
music together", ALO is our According to Brogan, the thing
lifestyle," keyboardist/vocallst .that is special about the new al-
Whether you enjoyed Zach Gill said. . bum Is that it iskind of an exercise
Jack Johnson's concert The four-piece band .arose
at the Idaho Center or when Gill, Steve Adams (bassI in reinventing the band, using
both old and new material as the
not, you may want to vocals), Dan Lebowitz (guitars I building blocks. It's a very for-
check out his opening percussion/vocals) and David ward-looking album. It's both a
act. Animal Liberation Brogan. (dr.ums/voc~ls) .met at history of where ALOhas been, as
Orchestra (ALO) is the University of California, They well as a launching pad to where
:~~\ :l~ , For us, ALO is more than just a band and we're more than 'just a
~"f'tr~" group of great friends making music together .•. ALO is our lifestyle,
BY RYAN
GORRINGE
AND MARIANA
BEKKER
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which an introverted man play- Geeks' 20years later ifone ofthem
ing poker with his friends has to never had sex." Apatow explains.
admit to his randy buddies that "And that was my secret thought
LOSANGELES_ With the pos- despite his advancing age, he's as I made the movie.
sible exception of those randy never knocked boots. From there, There was some concern It
migrating penguins, Steve Carell the writers researched real in- could become a PeeWeeHerman-
has to be the summer's most un- stances of mldlife virginity, read- type character and Wllalways had ,
usual movie star; '" "Ii'" ,,;lug a'nuriibet of case studies. r. ": .our eye on the bal I.".
A .. 42-year-old' journeyman "what Iwe' Iouhd" to be; ,more' IDespite' Hit!' abseace or u'iM~I'.
comic and writer, Carell has made often than not, is that they are bumping In his past, Andy is most
the transition from unknown, sympathetic and appealing asa'
to "Daily Show" fake reporter , b d character when he's at his most .
to failed sitcom star (Anybody It wasn t ase on unremarkable. Keeping the char-
remember "Watching Ellie" or any 'Oh Iknow this acter at the center of a one-joke
"Come to Papa" anymore?) to big . '. .' h I' premise while preventing carlca-
screen character actor to semi. vlrgm guy wOlves ture became the movie's most irn-
successful sitcom star to feature down the street and portant goal.
film headliner in the space ofonly .d b ik 1" "That I think Is a tribute to
five years. As peculiar as Carell's n es a Ie,. m go~ng Steve's" p~rformance," , says
clrcultous path to overnight sue- to do a mOVIe on him. I Apatow, He~, underplaying this
cess is the character that the actor h h d 't me part and teanng down the house
brings to theaters this Friday. ope e oesn co, at the same time. And he's able to
In "The. 40·Year-0Id Virgin," because he'll sue us, 'be a real person, .not like a comic
Carell plays Andy, a menial ern- cha~acter., .
ployee at an electronics store, an . ,". T;I~!s:not: as though he s doing
obsessive toy collector, a video Just normal people, who, for \'ldnlde'ln~p~ctor,Clouseau he really ere-
f tl d fl t d 'ore- reason or anotheri.lust never. ',\iil-ed' Ii character .that's really re-game ana ICan , IrS an l' • I II t thi h r cter '. ,~.,., .
most, a virgin. In addition to It - very s m ar 0 .s c a a ,"~~~~!Ve.: BU,twhen you give him a
starring as this neophyte to the - and at some pol~t Just gave.up :,~e~e to go broad or he's qruQk,
ho.rizontal. mambo, Carell also . \In the wh.ol~:?9tIOd'11" beca.u~e :Irt,:,;!Mf~I~9.,9!~.~,f.0mpletely~lf!ere...~t.
.' h . 'hdl't washarder,to_lln everytlme'W~Yi::' ;,,",/. .,.;' .. ,d'·,
f~ci~~t:t~;{~~~~:k;~tnd G:~~~saysometh,lrtgtiHt~esere~ly:~d";~i~~~l\l;t,#~;s'ts that wh·li~::!~~~iqy:,.
"The cfabh~Gu "}.' " PU?S start;fl,o!lil~ ~~~o_the room :., ~stn0$tlypIayed for broad l~\,ig~s",\
"Jt wasn't b~sed on any, 'Oh, - but,ItW!1s~oredlffl~~h t~keep,':"~e relates to Andy's serlou~~14~~~".
I know this virgin guy who lives atte~ptiQgthan toglvc,up, says_'"I14entlfywithhlmint~~~~en~r'
down the street and rides a bike. Care.. ' , ..' . .' ~hathe'strylng," Carellsays; ~es
, '1' d . h' .. Keepmgthlsman,whohadnev- . doing his best to get through life '.
I mh.gon
h
gtdo 0 ~ movIe bon 1m, er participated In 10. ve ilD"d other "and keep a good aspect'and dis- ;.lope e oesn t come, ecause . . . '" .' .. . h " '. .",.;' ;
h 'II" "' C II l' mdoor sports, gJ:o\lnded w~st e, posItion gOing, to keep his hope~'e sue us, . are exp ams. . filmmakers' greatest challenge. .':. . . .' ..'... .;' "
CareH brought Apatow a pItch It ..••• ...;. . up. .' '. . . - ';1 , ,
. d" .' kif '.. , . I I' thought of It as Fre-aks and But I think there is an under-base on a erne 0 a scene. n . . .
lying sadness to the character,
which there Is to me as well. I
think there Is the para llel, I think
there are elefuents ofwho I am in .
who this guy is, but what they are
I don't know,"
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':sharedba$edon th~ honorsYstern,
,.lUtlsts retalntheirrlgbts tel the
'.,muSic which 'is riot to be use4, fot
comD1e~al pUrposes. The Web:
i Site is sefup to benefit musicians
',;py pro\'icUng eltpo~ure while, mu-
slccoiinoisseurs are given accessto hew artists withemt the fear of
.··.·legalretribution. .;
. ".<'Sample has a vision of where
, Free and Lt!galis headed. Current
technology has helped to break
. doWn past 'hauiers such as lim-
ited radio space and record labels
that -worry more about· business
rather than music.. ..
With the Internet and its vast
resources, Sample sees Free and
I.egaht~Orf 'alid bran~lng.q~on~hiuid;rnaint4in~that~~ '~an$iria~·gQ6dmtislc;GOQd ': ItYltilei~Js'a worlOor suppressed
outintop,romotio~ llD<I dlstrihu- :~J~iUJlotturnawaY8Jl.ym\l~~' '.'rnusl~:mea~s'ifls Jvell~c~atted.' ..~talent; - Sa,mple~nd Eatoiihop~ to
'ti0ll ~WeU aSothe~-forms of~e~ .CJ~s aSlollSlls the m~Slci~ :~od performed. and written.;>., '.provlc:lean Qudetforsuch a~tists.
dla sU~has ~oOks~-WethlJ:ikpeo~m:!ritellt,.content,~d quaUtyt . Another projecCofEaton's is '.' In f!!:tt; theyareoptltrilsticthat
pie are hungry fOrIt- says Sample. Ji~~s(t suggests that this dl,lfini- . Do ~~oci .Music(dogoodmtisic~,they call aSSistmusiciQns to make
Otherdlan the Web site,Samplet!onls Very broad. Ifa soIlS does. com): Along with Eaton,ahand~ . aUvlll8ratherthanahobbyoutof
and a handful of others arepro~nofmeet this deflnitiQD, artists ful,ofmuSicians of'vadous baCk- music..
motill8 Free and Legal primarily .'are opened up to aconuri~nity of grounds have created theWeb site The goal of these two projects
bywordofmouth. .. . . musiclanswillill8 to help ,rather to create a music community. is~nottocreate stars or ~ran~ out
Currentl}' there are 44 songs tha~ turning the artist awaY. Their mission as posted on the hits.lristead they wantto help de-
available' on the site which Enter Steve Eaton. Eaton has site reads -to 'do good' through velop artists that would not nor-
launehed: Independence •Day 'been aS9ngWriter and. musician words and musiC, to enable' and mally .pass through record label
2005. The site lists 18 genres of foi over thirty years. He has had encourage Qthers,to do the same, image7fi1ters,; .. '.
music and has songs available in songsre~orded by such artists as and to make good music available Free and Legal Music IS,meant
100fthem. .TheCarpenters, The Righteous to the world:' . .' not to produce prefabricated mu-
Nearly half of the music files of- Brothers; Art Garfunk~ and Glen "People need permission to sic, but to provide ll&teners with
fered are under the genre of 'in-. Campbel'~ His goal as.an expert- . try new things," said Sample. ,options other than radio-friendly
spirational: Sample, who has two a,nced musician is to help· musl- . ·Corporatlons are stifling creativ- . rehashes.
There's no space like Smallspace
BY JOB f'IRM~GB
AssIstant CUlture £dltor
rock gods such as Sonic Youth and
Radiohead have trod, but they re-
main green and the music Indus-
try is a sticky road.
Smallspace has been com-
pared with The Beta Band, Wilco,
Elbow, and Radlohead- the stron-
gest of the compartsons being
to Radlohead. Singer Jon Faber's
voice and tone haunt and con-
trol the listener as does Yorke of
Radiohead.
His lyriCs seem to whisper and
whine all the while soothing the
listener. Stephen Slaybaugh of
the Village Voice writes, "It's hard
not to hear that morc than a little
Radiohead has made Its way into
Smallspace.
Jon Faber's melancholic croons
share a commonality with those
ofThom Yorkein ... their implied
letbargy."
....... "
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Smallspace, a five-piece
band from Graml Rapids.
Mich. has released its fresh-
man album, "No Matter:'
The musicians met at a local
art house, coffee shop scene
and decided to create and
experiment. This was all
they Intended to do. In the
end, they built their own
studio, Dynamite Sound
Project (more of a hole in
the wall), and created their
own sound. -
These self-made musi-
cians have followed In the
path of many a music pio-
neer, such as Ani Difranco
and Tegan and Sara. They
maintain the pathway that
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The third' track entitled, "For
Days" includes the chorus. "And
I'm walking the streets .to find a
way home from the plue glow."
This line is repeated with a build-
up of symphonic keyboards, gui-
tars, and drums.
Like Radiohead, the sound is
memorable because of the layers.
toncs, whispers, zips, and repeti-
tions. Yet there is no mistake that
the sound Is their own.
The last song on the album,
"Don't Go (the cosmonaut)" is as
haunting as the blackness and
vastness of space itself. ~s Faber
cries/whispers/hums, "don't go"
over and over again there is a sad,
ness accompanied by guitars,
trumpets. static and beeps (prob-
ably from a computer). This is
definitely a sound inaccessible to
the mainstream, This will not be
on the radio ..
The fear is that Smallspace will
be pushed to sound even more
.and more like Radiohead.
Perhaps, like Coldplay, they will
be pressured to even sound like
they once did, themselves of old,
inciting a hollow echo of an old
sound never to be found again.
The music is not political. nei-
ther is it poppy. It is serious.
Serious enough to really pay at-
tention to and wonder, "Where
does it come from?" Perhaps
bands like Elbow, Hadiohead, and
Smallspace arc on an exploration
of sound and space. If the title of
the album gives any indication,
perhaps there are limits beyond
matter the band is yet to enter .
After all, this is ~imply the begin-
ning and Smalls pace has depths
to breach.
Bluegrass [lrompaga4j
ute and plenty of howling at the The Wilders played again on
moon did not put the festival-go- Sunday along with Chris Stuart'
ers to rest; it only keptthel1l want- and Backcountry, Darol Anger.
ing more. Mike Marshall and the Old School
"This is a song that if you feel FreightTrain Boys. Just before the
like singing, you can. If you feel final set, the winners of the man-
like dancing, you probably ai- dolin and guitar contests and the
ready arc. And if you feel like' Gibson Guitar raffle were an-
howling atthe moon, welL" said nounced. Kevin Fibozzi of Big
Bush. Everyone. whether silting Sky Montana won the mandolin
or standing, then'began lo'howl. contMtund}ared Payol1ofPidoso
A coyote hunting in the distant Springs, Colorado won the guitar
Tetons would have been scared contest. Troy Thompson won the
off due to the crazy howling of raffle. .
Bluegrass fans. As the winners walked away
Bush Invited one member from the stage floating on air,
from every band on stage for a the dedicated Sunday crowd
huge jam session. The bass play- geared up for the big finale. David
ers strummed their deep somber Grisman joined The Old School
tunes. Bush and fellow mandolin Freight Train Boys for the final
players rocked out, the banjo play- set of the festival. The first time
ers plucked the strings in unison, Grisman spoke} he paid tribute,
but when the fiddlers played. they to his good friend and an icon to
slole the show. many, Jerry Garcia.
In the wee hours of' Sunday The tribute song for Garcia was
morning, guitarS and fiddles tilled'the "Dog's Waltz for Jerry,"
could be heard all across Targhee: and as the song played the crowd
At 10 the same morning, the am- was silenced, letting the melodies
ateur's put their skills to the test. take control. As the jam session on
The Weber Mandolin contest stage continued, a large portion
draws a huge crowd. of the crowd trickled away. Those
Some stumbled in and plopped ' who stayed got to enjoy more trib- _
down on the hillSide, others utes.ARayChariescovertoslowit
tuned their guitars preparation down and then another tribute to
for the guitar competition which EdVassar.
was up next. Up for grabs was a As the sun set over the Tetons,
brand new Weber Mandolin and the Old School Freight Train Boys
a GibsonGuitar. After the mando- and Grisman were joined byAnger
lin and guitar contests the people and Marshall for the grand finale.
started to flock to the stage, ev- As they played the somber tune of
eryone Interested in the Gibson - Vassar's Blues the crowd became
Guitar giveaway purchased their mesmerized as they said goodbye
f\nal raffle tickets. and goodnight for another year.
Flu Vaccine Research
Advanced Clinical Research (ACR®) Is seeking' ,
healthy volunteers to participate In a clinical research
study of an InvestIgatIonal Influenza vaccine .
.To Qualify You Must:
• Be between the ages
of 18 to 49
Have not~receIved an
Influenza vaccine 9·
months prior
t
e
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BY GEORGE M. THOM1\&
Knight Ridder Newspapers
You'll have to forgive Wes
. Craven if he feels just a wee bit
typecast.
The director of "The Hills Have
Byes," "A Nightmare on Elm
Street" and the "Scream" mov-
les made his name by making.
fans squirm and jump out of their
seats. But along the wayhave been
forays into other genres, such as
the horror comedy "AVampire in
Brooklyn" and the drama "Music
of the Heart."
And now he. wants everyone
to know that his newest project,
"Red Eye," is a suspense thriller.
It's given him a chance to stretch
as a filmmaker.
"That's one ofthe reasons why I
was excited to do the film because
no on~ could say it's a horror
film," the director said via phone
from Los Angeles. "It's definitely
a thriller. Anytime I can move out
of that designation, it's good."
Through past successes,
Craven built enough credibility
in Hollywood and with audiences
that he can veer away from what's
expected and still put rear ends in
the seats.
"I· think that the audiences
know that (a Wes Craven movie)
is going to be something differ-
ent than the normal fare," he
said, "that it's going to make them
laugh, jump and it's n at going to
have compromises in it. At least I
hope it means that."
"Red Eye" offers an intriguing
premise. The manager (Rachel
McAdams) ofa posh Miami resort
hotel is held hostage at 30,000 feet
in a jet plane. Her captor, a mys-
terious man (Cillian Murphy of
"Batman Begins") wants her to
order a change in the accommo-
dations of a government official
who will be staying at her hotel.
. I( she doesn't, her father will be
murdered.
Casting McAdams ("The
Notebook," "Wedding Crashers") .
.and Murphy followsu pattern
you can see in Craven's films he
seeks au. good actors for his p~oj-
ects. He's worked with Johnny
Depp and Meryl Streep, among
others. Not only are McAdams'
and Murphy's stars ascending,
but they have gained respect in
the industry.
"That's where it's all at, really, if
you do something that you want
to be complex and compelling
and have all sorts of emotional
range," he said. "If you have an
actor or actress who just can't get
there for some reason, your goose
is cooked. Youcan't do it yourself.
It's so important to have people
who are really gifted and who
take it seriously,"
Although "Red Eye" isn't a hor-
ror film per se, Craven admits that
it, and thrillers in general, serve
the same function as that genre _
helping the audience relieve some
stress.
"I think any film, whatever its
nature is, is dealing with that
nature of the audience," he said.
"You're dealing with, what would
I do in that horrible situation? ...
and if I were confronted by this
person who is taking over my life?
"That's what this film does, but
it does so in a way that you come
out of the theater feeling quite
good, entertained and not dam-
aged.
A lot of people can't watch hor-
ror films, so I was certainly inter-
ested in doing a film that every-
one could watch, have some fun
with and be made to think."
He may have chosen the best
time possible to shift gears. The
horror genre has been in a creative
rut lately, with studios relying on
remakes of Japanese fright flicks.
Pilms such as "The Grudge" and
the "Ring" movies all had their
origins in I-horror.
"(Horror) usually goes through
i
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Red Eye: Lisa [Rachel McAdams)' left, has no Idea 01 the terror that awaits her when she Is seated next to Jackson (Ctlltan Murphy) on a nlghi lltghtlo Miami In
the DreamWorks Pictures suspense thriller 'Red Eye.' (cdm) 2005
those cycles," he said. "Somebody on Elm Street," which featured rate presence and studios being have to deal with on the money
will eventually make a good film the menacing Freddy Krueger, bought by corporations," he said. level just love film and have a real
ora film will make a lot of money, showed that slasher films could "So you start to get the corporate passion for film.
and everybody in the world will be intelligent and not pander to thinking, where you make the safe. But if you're dealing with peo- i
jump on the wagon and try to the audience. Then in 1996,he did bet. Unfortunately, that starts to pie who arc just bean counters,
cash in on that cash cow." it again with "Scream." affect the quality of films." that can feel really terrible and
Heshouldknow.l\voofhisfilms How does he account for the. That can represent u'hurror for you can stun losing the ability tu
helped reinvigorate the genre current creative malaise with filmmakers, he said. make the kind of films you want
at different times and inspired horror? "It's a little scary. Under the best to make."
imitators. In 1984, "ANightmare "There is an increasing corpo- of circumstances, the people you
Pixies frontman Frank ..Black willkick ..:y;oll in the, taco
credits SII.hhfta~·k~.uiiJ -i.uen~~rl<i~wijerJiJnoJlj\~~J~'#igrtl ~ttr4;ards an~'Pixles fan
the best"H&Bof t~e '60s,~11 the,,; shortlY,,~.eforetlw Pixles,rl:lyr1on 'I~gng"but!:l~cause i~Se~lnSjtl;J;ern- :appr~chlles; ,'
way to the rock's' fo~ntainhead, " tour h" sl1(jdenly found· hlqtself bopy thdeeI of the enure all~um:, All of Black's solo work hurts
Elvis himself. .' . living In a Portland loft wl.t~ alo: Americana:' a. little from the loss of Joey
The alhum came to reiillzalionoftirri~ onhlshands. ,) 'Strlp~ .away WHea's politics Santiago's incredible guitar mel-
in just four days, and was an en- 'l'hewords are subtle reflections and Son Volt's slide guitar, and ody accompaniment, but if you
tirely different process than any- that manifest into a consistent re- "Honeycomb" fits somewhere In want to hear him rock, even with-
thing Black has done before. served anger held somewhere in between. out Kim Deal and the crew, 1993's
The crew had never before the background. But, and this is a huge but, self-titled release is the one of his
heard even rough .cuts of the In addition to the originals don't start with this album if you 10solo works to pick up.
songs, and before each take (and on "Honeycomb," there are five haven't heard Black's solo work Packing tracks like "Los
there were never more than two mostly obscure covers, iricluding before.' Angeles," with the Lou Heed in-
on any track) Black spent time one called "Song of the Shrimp"- Spend some time with "Black traduction (and probably his only
talking about what the songs were by far the oddest Elvis cover of all Letter Days," one of his other radio friendly solo track), the al-
about and their backgrounds to time. more seasoned releases, or for a .bum is destined to be a classic.
make the album as emotionally Also, "Sunday Sunny MillValley step closer to the Pixies, but still If you don't already love him,
true as possible. Groove Day,"a nod to Doug Sahm very laid back, try "Prank Black you'll probably never pick him up
He explained how his marriage (check him out on Uncle Tupelo's and the Catholics." Both carry a again, which would be a shame.
had come to an end, how that "Anodyne") seems to 'be cov- little faster tempo and a bit more
BY MICAH SULLIVAN
Culture Writer
If Pixies Irontman, Black
Francis, never recorded again,
never toured small venues across
1 the country, never again showed
up at the Neurolux with the
Catholics, he'd still be one of the
most original forces in rock.
But someone so complacent
wouldn't be Prank Black, would
he?
Even amid resuscitating the
Pixies for a tour (and ifyou missed
. last year's stop at the BigEasy ...
what the hell were you thinking?),
this post-punk pioneer, author of
"some of the most criminally un-
der appreciated, guitar-spiked all-
rock of the '90s': (Rolling Stone),
has managed to peel off in a new
. direction.
"Honeycomb," released by Back
Porch Records (proud home of
the Neville Brothers?), is the first
Frank Black album recorded in
Nashville.
The Country mecca hasn't
managed to cast its shadow
much. There is a country feel, but
no fiddle or banjo or "can-]o." He
throws no twang into the vocals,
nothing like Garth Brooks.
The new accents to the sound
arc subtle because of the other
players. The studio musicians in-
volved in this collaboration have
~~~~~~~TheDrew'Review~~~~~~-
New dvd release: 'Sin City' is not worth a dollar, not even a nickel
BY DRew MAYES
1<rblterStaff
"Sin City" is pretty much ex-
actly what you would expect
from a Quentin Tarantino mov-
ie •(Tarantino co-directed it
with Frank Miller and Robert
Rodriguez): tons of blood for no
reason, violence so ridiculously
out of context it's embarrassing,
and characters who are supposed
to be normal people, but for some
reason are immune to the laws of
physics. .
On the bright side, "Sin City"
does not have a skinny blonde
American girl who just learned
karate a few years ago taking out
the 88 best ninjas in the world at· .
the same time ("Kill Bill" I), or
unburying herself alive by break-
lng out of a coffin under thou-
')aOOs of pounds of dirt, climbing
up through the ground in seconds
as if her hands and feet were sud-
denly shovels ("KillBill"2).
Nope, this adaptation of Frank
Miller's comic book instead has
one particularly yellow character
that survives a bullet to the junk,
a horrible car wreck, and finally
a bullet to head that he basically
just walks off.
Yetwhen the hero of the movie'
throws a few haymakers to the
jaw that connect, his head ex-
plodes. So to recap, car wreck ...
not deadly, bullet to the groin.,.
not deadly, bullet right between
the eyes ... not deadly, hero's right
cross... your head explodes.
In addition to the gaps in logic,
there are also far too many sto-
ries going on simultaneously in
"Sin City." I kept waiting for the
moment when they would
all tie together but they
never did.
Asimple, 'and that's just anoth-
er night in Sin City' would at least
been in effort. Instead we arc told
horrific stories about several dif-
ferent people who seem to go to
the same bar; but apparently for
no reason.
The movie tries to do. some-
thing unique with a black and
white setup, along with the occa-
sional inje'ctlon ot.bright colors.
Now, you would think that color
in a black and white movie would
suggest something Is about to
happen, or have some sort of sig-
nificance. Well, it doesn't.
Much like the majority of the
characters, like lash Harnett who
you only see in the first and last: . and you're left with just another
scene, its just there. Hollywood director whose best
Tarantino is living off a reputa- days are long behind him. Your
tlon he built for himself more then dollar would be better spent at the
ten years ago with great movies candy machine or Taco Tuesday
like "Reservoir Dogs" and "Pulp than watching "Sin City."
Fiction," Take away his cool name
� - .
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SRY IT SELL IT
BSU Singles are invited to
- The Loft by Bminute dat-
ing@ 6:30 pm on Friday
August 26th for the. hot-
testnew trend in dating.
This isa specially priced
event, sign up online at
least 48 hours in advance.
?? Contact aprilc@ eight-
minutedating.com 7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
1990 Toyota CeUca GTS
Ii0k miles, great condi-
tion, new. parts installed.
$3500/0bo. 859-2975
1991 Ford Crown Vic, the
law enforcement model.
$650 703-9404
Vienna, u ooes;
Prague Tour
Community
& Students
Welcomed! Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box.Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Space is
Limited!
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Contact .
Dr. McCorkle 426-3929
srnccork a oisestate.edu~
't
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King size piIloWtop mat-
tress set, brand new in .
bagMus] sell, $225. Can
Deliver. 866-7476
New Mini Refridg, and
Microwave for sale, both
white. $80 takes both.
Will deliver. 863-2366
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Queen Tempurpedlc
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
TVNCR Combo, and
Home Entertainment cen-
ter, almost new, both for
$35. Call 703-3558
RENT IT .
1 block to SUB-rro for
rent WO, no smoke/pets,
full use of kitchen, all util
inc I. $245 + dep. 426-
0239 or 867-9635
3 bd/l bath, wId Includ-
ed. Live next door to BSU.
Tons of parking. $750/mo.
Call 322-4228 or view on
www.boiserents.com
4/5 BDRM home, 2300
sq/ft 5 min toBSU. 2 car
garage. $1100. month-to-
month lease ok. Call Chris
480-600-3762,
BEAUTIFUL 1080 Sql
ft, 2bdl2ba apt. includes'
WID, D/W, in Oak Park
Village on Vista/Targee.
...;
/
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\
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"I'll never be unfaithfulto you, Lisa ... -
Mainly becalis~ecan'l afford a nanny."
5 min. from BSU. Rent is
$600. Contact 409'-2056
CiassicAbdr/2ba house
for rent. WID; central eks;
hw firs,big yard. Close
to Depot & BSU. $1,0001
mo. Call 367-1503
MIF roommate to share
2bdlI.5ba home, near
BSU. $400/mo util, in-
cluded. $200/dep. Maya
989-0879
Studio over detached ga-
rage. NEndlHyde Park.
Lots of windows, french
door to balcony. Gas
range, micro/fridge, mod-
estly furnished. All util in
chided, $450/mo. 1215 N
.. 14th, entry on Sherman.
345-0844 Iv.msg. for Kim.
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (08·22-05)
You have a knack this year for
taking new ground. Be bold, and
appreciative.To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21·AprilI9)
Today is a 9 - Coditions arc
better for expansion now. Don't
procrastinate.
Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 9 - An adventure won't
be quite so scary when you have
lots of friends along. Keeping up
with them could be a challenge,
though.
, TEACHERS NEEDEDI
Infant to preschool aged
children. Must work mon,
tues, thur 9-12. More hrs
avail. if needed. Must be
enthusiastic! 890-3242
Are you America's next
Top Personality? Premier
in-store Promotions Com-
pany & authorized agency
of Mass Connections,
Inc., has PIT weekend po-
sitions in various ID cities
to represent major con-
sumer packaged goods
companies as well as na-
tional & local retailers. To
apply visit www.
eventsandpromotions.
com
hllp:!!carccr.boiscstatc.cdu
BOIH/ HATE
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The Arbiter
shivers me
timbers.
Career Center
BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students
arrrrrgh ...
EARN EXTRA ss
Telemarketers are needed
to contact public televi-
sion viewers, short term
pIt positions now avail.
$7,09p/hr moth 5-9pm pI
u application @ 1455 N.
Orchard EOE
Check out
BroncoJobs
@;u,ti,'ti",ml1J;ii"i
Got something
to say?
Say It In the
Arbiter!-
Taurus (April20-May 20) Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is a 6 - Clean out the garage, Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Today is a 7- Conditions are good
but don't just take all that stuff to Today is an 8 - Consult a person now for making money doing
the dump. No way! There's gold in with experience you lack. but want creative work. Hustle, and make
recycling! ,,' .!o j,l~I,iI1;':?,~.'I1.k~m,q~,i~~I)\\Y,i,t!lla ',th,e most of this opportunity. ,
personal coach. ' - I . I", ,,',.,,', '
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Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - Offer to attempt to
solve a problem for one with a
shortage of patience. It's somewhat
, dangerous, but you can.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 - You're especially
charming now. and vulnerable as
well. Give your heart to one you
know you can trust.
Leo (July 23·Aug.22)
Today is a 9 -Opportunltics arc
opening up all around you. Arc
you ready to try? Go with love and
you're not alone.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 - Domestic issues
demand attcntion. Luckily, they'll
be resolved satisfactorily, soon.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - Hidden resources
amount to more than you thought.
Take time to find out what's where,
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Today
is an 8 - You're passionate about
learning. A friend can explain, and
you'll soak it up. Enjoy.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 - Sign on for a task
that requires speed as well as high
energy. If it pays well, let them
know you're the person for the job.
\,1,00;, TIUllllNt: MUlIA St'KVICIOS INC'.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribune Information Services.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Make by hand
6 More unusual
11 Solidify
14 Eagles' home
15 Cropped up
16 The Greatest
17 Steeple top
18 Vapor
19 Eye cover
20 Peak foliage?
22 Speak formally
24 Fusing material
25 Makes an
indirect
reference
27 Reconditioned
tires
30 Curie or
Osmond
34 Biddies
35 Epic story
39 Endure
40 Be in debt
41 Ventilated
42 Acquires
43 Square yardage
44 Unclothed
45 First to the
South Pole
48 Persistent,
boring pests 8 Caviar base
51 Stand against 9 NASA partner
56 First Zodiac 10. Shape anew
sign 11 Side order
57 Slaughterhouse 12 Select group
59· Periphery 13 Neap and ebb
60 Battleship 21 Mineral vein
salute 23 Estonia
63 Pacific island neighbor
country 25 Virgil's hero
64 Slithe(y fish 26 _ Oruces., NM
65 Refrain in a 28 Rose stickers
. children's song 29 Ended . .
66 Moran and Gray widowhood
67 Foxy 30 NYC arena
68 Iditarod rides 31 Picnicked
69 Batter 32 Fink
33 Mad
DOWN 36 Noah's craft
..1 Throws _ ~7 Thousand bucks t=.J1.=.Jo'::'
2 Publishable 38 Say more
copy ., 41 Funicello and
3 Shakespearean O'Toole ...., '
.sprite ... 43Puffincol.lslri
4 Canned 46 Shoots Wide':
5 Seesawea, 47Hurler's stat:-
6 SpeakroughlV< 48 Nostrils'"
7 Liberal:_' .', ,49 .Ore.a~#h~ng~1;
@ 2005Tribune Medls Servlcee, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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50 Through a glass 57 Gung-ho
.. darkly.. 58 GhQstly
. 52Tempesf ' :'greetit19s '..
53 Greek colony ',·61-Be under the,
54 Traffic advisories '.....'weather . ".
..55Wodhiess·' ..62 Meriwether Or
{iJbbish Grant ..
:.,·.;~-:;,r~'.-:.·:·'"
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Position battles and roster changes .forming for season opener
BY TRflVOR HORN
Sports Editor
transferred.
All the moves give a fewtrue
freshmen the chance to play this
season.
Receiver Drisan James and Colt
Brooks have both been suspend-
ed forthe season opener against
13th ranked Georgia on Sept. 3~
As of Friday, senior wide receiv-
er Chris Christopher has been
taken off the active roster because
he is no longer academically eli-
gibleto play football. According
to Todd Miles, assistant sports
information director for football
at Boise State, Christopher had
been enrolled in classes at his for-
mer junior college, Los Angeles
Harbor City Junior College, in the
fall. of 2000. Christopher's coach
enrolled him, according to Miles,
but Christopher did not attend
the classes. However, the enroll-
ment began his clock of eligibil-
ity for college football, and Boise
State has learned. that his five
from Oregon State, where he tal-
lied 33' catches for4~4 yards and
two touchdowns in three seasons
for the Beavers.
Despite the losses, the.recelv-
ing group may be the deepest and
most talented the' Broncos have
had in the recent past, .
Naanee has shown great ability
as a receiver since his move from
quarterback midseasonin2004.
His size and strength have put
See Che."g .. lPage 121
years are now up.
Christopher finished fifth
on the team last season for the
Broncos with 13 catches for 197
yards. He was considered as the
most sure-handed receiver on the
Boise State roster. -
Now with James suspended
and Christopher off the team, the
Broncos will have four receivers
With Division I footballexperi-
ence on Sept. 3 - only three have
played for the Broncos before this
season.
Seniors Josh Smith, ColeClasen,
and Jason Murray, along With ju-
nior Legedu Naanee, are the only
receivers on the roster eligible to .
play against Georgia who have
caught passes in D-Ifootball. The
four combined have 49 catches for
584 yards and three touchdowns.
Murray scored a touchdown at
Nevada in the final regular sea-
son game last season.
Senior Cole Clasen transferred
Fall camp for the Boise State
Broncos football team began with
the information that sophomore
running back Jon Helmandollar
would be leaving the team for
personal reasons.
Now, one more Bronco has left
the program, two starters are sus-
pended for the season opener,
and a backup defensive back has
[SIDE Tight end proves the (Shoe' fits in Friday night scrimmage
LINE] BY TRflVOR HORN .
Sports Editor
AP Poll has Broncos
ranked No. 18
Friday night's scrimmage for
the Boise State Broncos was all for
Derek Schouman. The junior tight
end, who was Jared Zabransky's
favorite target before Schouman's
leg injury last season, began his
brilliance from the first play.
Zabransky found Schouman on
a corner route, and the tight end
took it 70 yards for the score.
"It's great having him back. He
is definitely a weapon in' our of-
fense, and he's got big play ca-
pability like he showed tonight.
We arc definitely happy to have
him back," Zabransky said about
Schouman.
Schouman finished with three
catches - all touchdowns - for
174yards.
His second touchdown was a 7-
yard pass in goal line formation,
but the third may have set the
tone for the coming season.
Again Zabransky found
Schouman on a cornet route wide
open. Schouman took it up field
and was being chased down by
safety Austin Smith. . .
In stride, Schouman turned
around and stiff. armed Smith
straightto the ground, and then
took off across the field to the end
zone.
I The Broncos first team offense
looked more in sync than anyoth-
er scrimmage in years past.
"One of our goals coming out of
this camp was not to have apathy
on offense," Hawkins said. "There
needs to be a sense of urgency and
a real desire to go out and recreate
ourselves."
That depth and knowledge led
to Zabransky completing his first
four passes, and six of his first
seven.
Zabransky finished the night
completing 11'of 17passes for 229
yard!; and three touchdowns. His-
quarterback rating was an out-
standing 230.8.
It wasn't just Zabransky and
Schouman an Friday night for the
offense. Junior receiver Legedu
Naanee caught three passes for
33 yards, and was also the go-to
receiver in goal line work In the
middle of the scrimmage.
"He's got great hands and.is a
great athlete, and he's been work-
ing hard, and we are excited for
what he can do," Zabransky said.
The battle for back-lip quarter-
Boise State football is 18th in
the preseason Associated Press
top 25 poll, the first preseason
ranking for the Broncos in the AP
poll since moving to Division Ibe-
fore the 1996 season.
Boise State has finished in the
poll the last three seasons but
couldn't crack the preseason poll
after the first two top 25 finishes.
Boise State is also ranked 19th in
the USAToday Coaches Poll. TWo
of Boise States' 2005 opponents
are ranked in the AP poll, with
Georgia picked 13th and Fresnc
State 24th.
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Boise State skiing
hires new coach
Aniya Deitzhas joinedthe Boise
State athietic department staff as
assistant women's ski coach for
cross country skiing. The Bronco
ski team, under second year head
coach and downhill coach Chris
Hendrickson, added a small group
of cross country skiers to the team
last season (2004-05) and is ready
to expand that component of the
ski program this coming season.
2005-06 will mark the third sea-
son that Boise State will compete
in the sport of women's skiing.
Deitz begins her duties at Boise
State immediately.
Originally. from Wisconsin,
Deitz graduated. from Northern
Michigan in 2004, where she com-
peted on both, the cross country
ski team and the cross country
running team. As a member of
the Nordic team, she was a team
captain, as well as an all-confer-
ence and all-region honoree. As a
member of both teams, she was a
member of the conference all-ac-
ademic teams. Her cross country
running team won the confer-
ence championship. She served
on Northern Michigan's Student
Athlete Advisory Council. ~he
received the NMU Education
Department's Outstanding Senior
award.
She also had an impressive
junior ski career, earning All-
American' status at the USSA
Junior Nationals from 1997
through 2001. She was. the 1997
Junior National Champion.
For the last year, she has taught
middle school In Marquette,
Mich. She plans to pursue a mas-
ter's degree while coaching at
Boise State.
,. ,~ .. . . '. . ". . . . . PIUlIll BY STANLEY BREW5'l'ElI1'lHE AIIJlITEll
Junior IIghl end'DerekSchoumanslff arms Auslln SmUh en route to a 97-yard touchdawn pass Friday night at Bronco Stadium. .
back still looks like a dead heat, Lomax threw the first and only down from the two-yard llne, . . Stringer said. "Kicki,?g,' I want to
and Hawkins may do what he did interception in the t~o fall scrlm- .As. a ~~ol~,.· Kyle .Stringer do we~lfor the team.
two'yearsagowlthZabranskyand mages.ias he was picked off by . brought h!s '!'l. ga~e to t~e tWo . Iunior Anthony. Mont~omery,
Mike Sanford - and that's not de- junior college .transfer walk-on facets of his arsenal in the kicking who ~as been consistent m camp
clare one backup. ., Keyon Kiles. . . gam~.. .. practice: missed one of the three
Freshman Bush Hamdan com- The running game was stopped Stringer routinely punted. the ex~ra pomts.he att~~pted.
pleted 2 of 5 passes for 52 yards, by the defense. The offense man- ball ~ell.over 50 .yar~s all mght,'I had a httle difficulty on the
and Taylor Tharp was 3 of 8 for 66 aged just 97 yards on the ground and his kickoff sailed Into the end first one, but roughly came back
yards and one touchdown.' on 37 carries. . zone. . , and .made two more. OveraIl~
Tharp found Drisan James for a "We just have t~ sync~ it up ~nd But.it s the fi~ld goals that could I think we ha~ a better day,
55-yard middle route that James go a little harder, Hawkins said. have ~ans warned. . Montgomery said.
broke out of to fil\ldpay dirt. Jeff Carpenter ran for 21 ya~ds Stringer ma~e both of hls e~tra ~he Broncos h~ve. one final
Freshman quarterback Nick .on five carries and Lee Marks fin- points and nailed a 38-yard field scnmr;nage next Friday. .
Lomax showed some fancy foot- ished with 19yards on six rushes. goal, but missed from 39 yards. It will be closed to media and
work. as he led the team with 26 Brent Denton (4 carries, 15yards) "I'm just glad I punted good, the public. The season opener is
yards rushing on four carries. But . scored the lone rushing touch- that's what it comes down to; Sept. 3 at Georgia.
,
~suand ,NNU helping each' other outSoccer exhibition game -
to three se-mtnute periods. For maturity of the Boise State ladies.
the. Broncos, this gave Lucas an He touched on the fact. that they.
opportunity to showcase all three were calm on the ball and more
Boise State women's soccer of his goalkeepers .. , . . focused on making those ad-
, dominated Northwest Nazarene' Junior Kim Parker started the vancedmoves. - .' ..... .'. .:'
in a Saturdayexhibitlon game, . game, handling the ball maybe ,Perhapsevidence of things to>
Boise State quarterback Jared . 6-0. . once or tWice while her team- come; twO oftheteam'~ pewplay-,
ZabranskY~_!'Il~!~!fh list. of Boise State head coach Steve mates kept the ball at- the ather era providedfour oCthe ,si~points:',
two more major college football Ltlcas always' enjoys.thiFgame endofthe field the majority of the- .caPfureiilntheshutout ~ 'C--"--:~~'~
a.wards. In thepreseason~ More than just time., '" .... ...••.. '•. , '.' .' ,:·Freshtn!ffi .•·'New·' zealallder,,<
Zabransky Is one of 33 quar- a chance to try out new players, It. Sophomore MichaeiaMorrison/BniJIl~Boyackfillsln. ~~, ~j8fc'
terbacks on the watch list for ~e gives IISU a chance.to.playsome: took. over in the •s~ond ·~rlod'··Sl1C;~.·leftbY Lisa'. B~lic~a;·~t.;
2005 Davey O'Brien National oneother!han tbemselves and., ~gaiphandlingt¥ballvety little:-, ,~arsl~~lng SCOfll~". "'.,•.•...; "
Quarterback Award, presented .',NNl,J a. c~ance to p!~!a~~~fot_ancl J.uniol"~y.Pr~~?~~~:."j:.IJRY,B~kscC!red,.~,g9fs,
, ..... 7 ·:'c·H.. -'.' .....' 1. '. ' . t..·o.··.n.'sb. est. ·tOl~':',.·<til. i.dableop'· pon.· ent; ..--.... ·.. ··,7"" .....~:.t.f6n. oothelhl. i<l~rIod;.. '·",·~.."" '.".'Ii1lliU(e$'. of.play.l,uf,:ilsIj •.annulWyto.Ulena 1.. ."" ' , . . '··'Lu····· . '.' ·d,· .• A11thr"'· his fa
. .1e e.··· 'ai:terback, andon.e.o(40,!This ~~el~s, botll\~~·,.··;,,·· ," c~~,.~~m. e, clUJ ... ~.';~ pr~~ ...n~ ",.,'''' .
. .M 'i1Y: to watCh·{ortll~}yalterwe1ik~t~~othisevery.~~.,Tbeir.r ~f~·.&9~ eWClrk1!'i8.,:,:,. ~eed ber~."P~
&mp,Pll1yer()rth~YearA'N.llld,: .coache~are~eat pe()I?I~,,~itts:.~rclt"Veke .~oss~ ""PnUs~d,;(I,1.
·,;~citttlQn:&~=;.!~:··[~~~0:~~r~~~~.~~~1·;W~0;~~···...~o~
.' .' .. hllsalS6beilrihlimed ."':.::'A:lofof thefot$lUijes \VCr
":"~ij'" .'. .... "~~::P:!0~':
BY .Jfl T'AIMfl. DAVIS
Sports Writer
zabransky named to
watch list
••u.w,I'6iiiDi',1'$,il));~~~ste~di~e~iiii;~Il~re/stiLYldDttian?'"
;:e'" '.; .. l""()i;:f.i:.....;. ilY'P~8TI" .~P."V enUrep............. ,. see if thall_be"". the d·Y(·nd
.. Sports Columnist, . thattailbackfromIowa State will it's still on TVI), thatis s0IIl;ethiilg.
·be any goOd. I want to.see film I caught the Doug Plutle Hail
Whoa Buddy! Are ya'llgeUing': crews andiriterviews at everYNFL Milly, but didn't realize It until he'
the itch? It's finally August. .... .. camp, although these days all we threw it, a resounding deception!
I have been suffering through hear aboutls Terrell Owens' soap Forgive me If I am bouncing
the summer.' opera greed. _ around. lam just excited. hIllat
I . saw Lance .cruise. through I sat down the other day and that age and abl1lty level where I
the Tour de France with record- watched the Pittl Georgia Sugar can no longer play football. my-
breaking humility. Bowlin '82 when Marino hit his self. .
I saw some guy named Tiger tight end in the final minute I must join the myriad mass of
_stride across the bridge. at St. on fourth down to beat Hershel fans living vicariously through
Andrews (the birthplace of golf) Waiker'sBulldogs24-20.Iwatched· those onthe screen. I am cool
on his destined voyage to win his an entire Mlamll Florida. State with that, because It's football.
second. British Open, mere mo- game (with Gino Torretta at QB It is America's game. It is no pas-
ments after lack Nicklausstopped for Miami), but skipped the final time. It Is the present. The NFL
on that same bridge for the final missed field goal because I felt so should crown a new champ this
time to a raucous ovation that bad for that little Seminole kicker year, and as of today I can't tell
nearly made me cry. Both birdied -and his wide-right. who It'll be! But I will be watch-
the hole. ESPN Classic Is a sweet torture ing, a fiend, a football fanatic,
I saw pieces of the X-games and In the fall. If I saw the game live,
segments of the WNBA. I now see I won't watch. Bur to see a game
hockey transactions on the bot-
tom line, and I realize it will be
back. There is also something
called MLB, that, despite an In-
tense NL wildcard battle involv-
ing the entire NL East, and the
surprise Chicago White Sox run-
ning away with the AL(but no one
thinks they'll beat the Red Sox),
gets scooped on SportsCenter by
PHllI1l BY STANLEY BREWS'ItRInlE ARBITER . NFL training camp notes,
Yeah, I get it, there area lot of
sporting events through summer,
butit is August, and that means
It's football season. I am a football
guy. There's no denying it. August
without football would be like
seeing the Dhalai Llama on Jerry
Springer. It just wouldn't be right.
I respect all athletes, but foot-
bail is in my blood. I am one of -
those guys that'll sit through an
On-Campus
Student .rob Fair
T urs ust 5,
, U Q -3 ",
SUB 'H4tch .Ballroom
(;(I,",P9~'~~e~rtmentswilt behitingfor
Mlo~~i~~f,9~~,(FinanciQI~IdR~9uired)"
~~~~~~';0'~ ~. '
Despite a losing record, the Boise Hawks are sttll m conlenllon for the playoffs.
BY MIC~H 5U"'L.IV~N
Staff Writer
themselves sub-.SOO and prob-
ably advancing to the playoffs
. (unless Arizona can make up four
. games on them .... You're right,
they won't).
If they do hold off the
Diamondbacks, the. Padres get an
automatic playoff bid for cleaning
up the crappy NLWest, while five
teams holding better records find
themselves fighting it out for one
National League Wild Card slot.
Every team In the NL East has
a better record than the Padres,
even the Mets. The playoffs are
supposed to match up the best
four teams In each division. This
situation could make anyone
question the entire playoff sys-
tem.
Millions of fans In Chicago, .
Philadelphia, Florida, and
Washington are crying about
what an injustice this is.
As are Minor League fans, es-
pecially In Salem-Kaiser. The
Volcanoes have run over every
team in the Northwest League
East, and have beaten the Hawks
After last year's Northwest
League Championship, no one
expected the Boise Hawks to be
winding down the season with a
.411win percentage.
With only 17games left in 2005,
you'd think that the Hawks would-
need a miracle to find themselves
again in position to win the title.
But, fortunately for Boise fans,
the entire Eastern Division is
playing sub-par baseball. The
worst team in the Northwest
League West division, the Eugene
Emeralds, has consistently main-
tained the same win percentage
as the best team in the East.
And, even with a record near-
ing 10 games below .500, Boise is
just three games back of division
leader Spokane.
The gods must be smiling.
And they also have to be chuck-
ling at the near identical situation
In MLB's National League West.
where the San Diego Padres find
•
nine of the 10 times the two have
met. The Everett Aquasocks are
tied with Salem-Kaiser and have
managed a 7-3 ,record against
Boise. Our team led the Eastern
Division as recently as 10 days
ago.
There is no wild card position in
the Northwest League playoff sys-
tem. The teams at the top of each
division meet up for a seven game
series.
Unless overall league win leader
Vancouver goes belly up over the
next two weeks, the next two best
tea"!s will be out of the champi-
onship picture.
But then, if the championship
was played between the two best
teams, the Hawks would also be
out of the picture. . .
'Ok, Padre fan -live it up. Take
out three teams, and you're world
champs, even Ifyou've stunk it up
all season. We all know that's not
going to happen, but it's fun to be-
lieve, right?
And, what the hell do I care? Go
Cards!
208.322.4228
..~<Boise~ts.com
~
..
On-Line Home Rental Listings
at
www.boiserents.com
It might have been close to 90
degrees outside Saturday eve-
ning, but on the ice it was a differ-
ent story.
The Boise Women's Hockey
Association held a clinic Saturday
night for any female interested
in learning more about hockey.
President Linda Ransdell has
been involved with the clinic the
last two years and said that the
clinic offers a great opportunity
for anyone to come and check out
the sport at a low cost. Ransdell
also heads up the Kinesiology de-
partment at Boise State.
Brandy Lowe is considered a
"founding mother" of the BWHA
and can still recall the days when
she skated around the old-school
outdoor rink.
"The great thing about playing
recreational hockey is that it can
be as competitive as you want
or as mellow as you want," said
Lowe. "There is no checking in
recreational hockey .. .it is reaUy a
fun time, and you make long last-
ing friends."
Sharmane Caprai, a two-year
veteran of the BWHA,said hockey
is like soccer on ice, and that is
why she loves it so much. "It takes
me about 15minutes to suit up,"
Caprai said. _
Well, it took about 2S min-
utes for Boise State student Kodi If you ask Portland, Ore. native
Woods and Portland's Shamilee Kim Parker where she, gets her
Ybarguen to suit up, but when all strength on the soccer field, she
the padding was on, it was time to simply replies, "hard
take the ice. work,"
The women were taught first of Boise State head
till how to skate. Head coach Pete coach Steve Lucas
Bower reminded the ladies at all claims that is only
times, "The most important thing part of it.
to skating is th.e hockey PM\H~~f-.'~"',~::!sj~,ct~,~,J?eHti~;:,."",~~
From crossmg over to SKU - tIOJ:I1St.Ies, she IS " "
ing backwards, the, basics were a hard-worker, but
taught. The intimidation factors that is because she
seemed to slip away as the fun in- -is never happy with
creased. "People shouldn't be in- herplay ..Shecomes
timidated by hockey, it is a really in more fresh year
fun, warm, and friendly sport to after year," Lucas
get involved in," Lowe said. said.
As the coed players geared up Parker hasn't al-
for the Saturday night pick up ways been a goalkeeper. She
game, one final lesson had to played some defense, and even
be learned: how to scrimmage. mid fielder. What changed her
Woods and Ybarguen took the mind? Getting the chance to fly,
ice ready to see if what they had or dive and jump for the balls to
learned stuck. Well, they got the keep them from netting a goal.
skating down, but passing, shoot- It took until she was IS-years
ing, and scoring would have to old to love the position. She cred-
come a little later. its her older brother wIth this
change.
_______________ "My brother was a goalkeeper
and taught me things outside of
the team. He is definitely my in-
spiration."
While other .players are out
working on their footwork, Parker
can be seen diving and working
on crosses with the other goal-
keepers. Parker admits that work-
ing with the other keepers makes
it fun to have a challenge since
they are fighting for the same po-
sition, yet they are still a big en-
couragement.
'Hot'summer
cools'down
wnmenIn
theValley
with oppor-
tunityto lace
up skates
BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
Have questions, comments,
or story ideas? Call the Arbiter
sports department at 345-8204
[xlO3j or send an e-mail to
sports@arbiteronline.com
For ' more' Information ,on,
how to'get involved"wlthth~,
,BWHAor te~reatlonalhoC~~Y:
'in, Boisecontact,;Ransdell,at:
:NDARANSDELL@i!OISESrATE:j
;edu: ilrbyp~one,at;426-i7~~;1
:...,:.: ,:,.,~,, __~.'>_._~.:.,~,;',_. _.,'_ ,", , '-'.,", , ,_,.1
Senior captain Peterson returns for another successful~ei$on
,
' ' ." .: ",' ':" ':i ' . ". "':,~ ",' > To':, ,"
We're going to do
better than we did last
year. The team now is
more competitive.dedi-.
cated, and our desire to
win is greater.
BY SARAH, JOHNSON
Sports Writer
Telia Peterson is' entering her
final season for the Boise State
volleyball.team. She joined the
Broncoslast season after trans-
ferring from Blinn Junior College
in Brenham, Texas, where she
starred on the volleyball team for
two seasons.
At Blinn, Peterson was named
to the aU-region team, ending her
sophomore season leading the
Buccaneers in both. kills and digs,
helping them finish 6th in the fl-
nal national junior college rank-
ings.
Head coach Scott Sandel invito
ed Peterson to Boise State for an
official visit in February of 2004,
After being offered a scholarship,
Peterson committed to BSU later
that month. According to Telia,
she felt comfortable In Boise,
"It's, just like home, a very
similar environment to College
Station," Peterson said.
After a summer of training
in Boise, Peterson moved into a
starting position for the team as
an outside hitter, Averaging 2.63
, kills and 3.54 digs per -game, she
helped the Broncos turn around
their losing streak, finishing the
season 17-12- the program's best
record since 1998. '
Peterson realizes last fall was
an extreme improvement, 'as the
Broncos won 11more games than
the previous year, however, she
has higher expectations for this
season.
"Were going to do better than
we did last year. The team now is
more competitive and dedicated,
and our desire to win Is greater,"
PHlJIll BY srANLEY BREWSfERITIIE ARBITER
Aug u sf' 22 ?·O05
Peterson said.
According to Sandel, Peterson
has a very important role on the
team as the senior captain. "She
is a primary offensive player who
needs to perform night in and
night out Tella is the key to our
energy and tempo. We feed off of
her," Sandel said.
Teammate Jackie Stroud agrees
with coach Sandel, "Telia is a play-
er who can turn the momentum
of a game around with one kill."
Stroud feels fortunate to have
Peterson on the team. '
"Telia works so hard. Whether
she is playing offense or defense,
we can always count on her to ex-
ecute," Stroud said.
Peterson works hard on and off
the court. As a student athlete,
she has been named to honor roll
all three years she has attended
college at Bliss and Boise State.
Peterson is a biology major and
plans to attend graduate school
after she graduates, and will ei-
ther teach biology, or go premed
in the pediatric field.
Peterson and the Broncos open
the regular season versus the
Wyoming Cowgirls in Laramie,
Wyo., on Sept. 1.The team's home
opener is Sept. 6 versus Utah
Valley State.
Talta Petersonwill be leader this season lor the BoiseState'volleyballteam,
Kim Parker - picture of perfection NCAA says tribal support will be a factor in Native
Americannicknames for university athleticsBY JE T'AIME DAVIS
Sports Writer
On the flip side, working with
the defense just makes her look
.good. There is a certain trust be-
tween a goalkeeper and her back-
field. It is their job to keep the ball The support of "namesake"
from the keep as much as pos- tribes will be a significant factor
sible. When a shutout in weighing appeals by schools
goes on her record, it previously deemed to have hos-
is not completely her tile and abusive American Indian
.effort. mascots and nicknames, -the
After a summer NCAA announced Friday, using
teaching goalkeep- language clipped straight from
, .""..)J!~.~Uhe,,"I.itH~r,&~~j Florida State's own appeal.
, camps baCK nome, The executive committee,
Parker returns to put which two weeks ago targeted
her leadership to test FSU and 17 other schools under
on the field. A goaI- the flew policy, met by teleconfer-
keeper Is naturallyvl- ence Thursday night to hash out
sualized as the lead- the appeals process., The group
er, since she can see discussed multiple factors for an
the entire field at all appeal, and tribal support was
times. the only criterion it was able to
According to the junior keep, agree upon, said Kirk, the presi-
"I'm kind of out there to inform. I dent of Saint Leo University, in
can see the shape of the field and Pasco County.
the shape of the players on the The NCAAsaid Friday that re-
field, so I have to communicate views would begin early next
this with authority." week; so far, FSU is the only
It is something she is continuo school to have sent an appeal, al-
ally working on, she says, but though several others have said
then again, a lot of the leadership they intend to.
tendencies seem to be mostly en- The reviews will be directed by
couragement. an NCAAstaff committee chaired
Returner and junior mid fielder by Bernard Franklin, the senior
Brennan Lau also credits Parker vice president for governance and
with great communication skiIls. membership.
Even more, Lau elaborates that That group then will make rec-
Parker's leadership extends be- ommendations to the executive
yond the field. "She obviously sets committee for final approval.
a good example as a great student "We were pleased to learn that
and a hard worker." the NCAA has established are-
Parker's hard work has been - .view process," FSU President
paying off. She was recently han- T.K.Wetherell said in a staement
ored as a part of the All-WACpre- released through the university.
season team, along with defender "We are hopeful that the NCAA
Stephanie Campbell. will recognize the sovereignty of
the Seminole Tribe of Florida and
respect its support of Florida State
University's use of the Seminole
name."
FSU's appeal has gained
strength since the Seminole
Nation of Oklahoma clarified
that it neither condemns nor con-
dones the use of American Indian
mascots in college athletics.
Although previous tribal lead-
ership supported a resolution
condemning the practice, rhena-
tlon's currentgtlverninenl~ver.
whelmlngly voted' down a an-
other resolution this summer that
would have chastised FSU.
The NCAA executive commit-
tee still must sort out several new
complications to its latest, an-
nouncement, such as what to do
when tribal leadership changes
its membership_and its stance;
overtime.
The University ofNorth Dakota,
for example, still receives support
from one local tribe while anoth-
er opposes its "Fighting Sioux"
nickname.
The school likely will base
its appeal on its relatively high
American-Indian student enroll-
-ment, but the executive commit-
tee did not agree on such a stan-
dard in Thursday's meeting.
"This is a complex Issue and
the circumstances surrounding
each institution's use of Native
American' mascots and' imagery
is different," Franklin said in a
statement.
"Each review will be consid-
ered on the unique aspects and
circumstances as it relates to the \
specific use and practice at that
BY EMIL.Y BADGER
The Orlando Sentinel
KIm Parker
college or university."
Said Kirk, "Clearly in Florida .,
State's case, at least, there, has
been significant new informa-
tion that we were not aware of at
the time the decision was made. I
think in an organization that has
due process, when there's new in-
formation, the process continues
to fairly consider thai."
Wetherell and FSU Athletic
Director Dave Hart have harshly
criticized the NCAA fora pii>cess i
they say wasn't fair or democratic
leading up to the announcement
Aug. 5.
Kirk said executive commit-
tee members expected the kind
of public backlash they've re-
ceived but added that Friday's an-
nouncement shouldn't be viewed
by those critics as a move from
the NCAAto weaken its own posi-
tion of two weeks ago.
"I don't see it as backtracking at
all," he said. "One of the overarch-
ing goals of the process was to ini-
tiate discussions of how Native
Americans really felt about these
symbols and mascots.
If anything, the policy has ac-
celerated and extended that pro-
cess of discussion_and that dis-
cussion leads to a lot of learning
oneverybody's part."
The NCAAset a Feb. 1 date for
the policy to take effect to allow
schools a chance to appeal. After
that date, schools that have not
appealed their inclusion, or been
granted a reprieve, no longer will
be able to host NCAAchampion-
ship events or sport their logos at
championship events.
for;the kicking game. BotI;kick-.
ers were incollsisterit, but Friday
. ..... ..,' night's scrimmage looked much
.Spe~ialteams at BoiseState are' better, . .
·just that. Special. -: "They are just ironing out some
In 2004, Boise State ranked of the techniques: They· need
in the top three in the Western more repetitions and more kicks,"
Athletic Conference in every spe- Riddle said.
· cial teams category. One of the Kicking a field goal is more than
factors was Tyler Jones. The Lou just. the kickers. The holder and
Groza Award finalists put togeth- long snapper need to all be on the
er one of the finest kicking sea- same page. ,
sons in college football last sea- "As soon as we get the holder
son. So, now that Jones is in camp and snapper protection and all
vying for a spot on the Cleveland that figured out, I think the kick-
" Browns roster, it's up to two ju- ing is going to follow that, and it's
· niors to pick up where Jones left improved awholelotsincewe first
off. got (to fall camp 1," Stringer said.
Second-team All-WAC punter Last season, the combination of
Kyle Stringer and junior-college Jones, Klayton Adams (long snap-
transfer Anthony Montgomery per), and Mike Sanford (holder)
are both up for the job to replace coined themselves "gravy train."
Jones, but it's not about doing Asofright now, junior defensive
what Jones did last season. . end Mike Dominguez is the long
"Tyler Jones is kicking in the snapper, and sophomore Britt
NFL, so I'm not going to tell you Hall is the holder for both Stringer
that they both are going to be bet- and Montgomery.
ter than he, but they will be com- Riddle also knows what time
parable to what we are used to," can do for the players between
Boise State special teams coach now and the Sept. 3 opener in
Kent Riddle said. _ Georgia.
Stringer came to Boise State in "We are rotating new snappers
.: 2003 as a kicker. Now after two in and new holders and those
years, he is ready to find that, guys have had just [two weeks]
technique again. to work together, so it's not good
Montgomery played the last two enough - but somewhat predict-
seasons at Reedley Junior College able," Riddle said.
in California. He completed, 15 of Nerves may have also played
·20 field goals as a sophomore. a part in the inconsistency for
In the first scrimmage in fall Montgomery.
camp, there was some concern .- "I just need to calm down and
Changes [from page9]
him atop the depth chart, with
Clasen and junior Ierard Habb at
tire 'Z' receiver position.
Habb transferred from
Saddleback Community College
, and began practicing with the
team during spring drills. Last
season as a sophomore, Rabb had
83 catches for 1,368 yards and 15
touchdowns. He has been playing
with the second-team offense in
camp as he continues to learn the
offensive playbook better.
Heplacing James at the 'X' posi-
tion against Georgia looks to be a
trio of receivers. Both Murray and
Smith will share time with fresh-
,man Vinny Perretta. Perrella W<lS
• the offensive scout team player
of the year for the program in
2004, and has played in numer-
ous' formations and reps with
the first team offense in the two
fall scrimmages. Perretta caught
three passes for 20 yards on Friday
night.
True freshman Jeremy Childs
. could now see playing time this
season for the Broncos.
Childs could possibly be the
most highly recruited receiver
ever for Boise State.
"I'm confident in myself. I feel
I can run with these guys. If you
go out there with low confidence,
you start to lose focus," Childs
said. "Not on the cocky side, but
humble side."
Asa senior at LosAlamitos High
School, Childs threw 85 passes for
1,258 yards and 22 touchdowns.
"It is a battle to sec who is going
· to be the guy in there, but as long
as they push each other, it's going
to be good and everyone is going
to be happy," quarterback Jared
Zabransky said.
Another factor in the pass-
ing game is tight end Derek
Schouman. The junior was
Zabransky's favorite target before
a leg injury sidelined him until
the Liberty Bowl in ~004. Friday
night, the two connected on three
passes for 174 yards and three
touchdowns.
"It just felt good to get back out
{here and run around a little bit,"
Schouman said.
Also learned on Friday is back-
up cornerback Marcosus LeBlanc
has left the program and accepted
a scholarship to play this season
· for the Montana State Bobcats.
Le Blanc came toBoise Statepri-
or to the 2004 season as a junior
college transfer from Compton
Community .College. He red-
shirted -last season, and was get-
ting reps in with the first-team.
defense at times in fall camp ..
"Boise State is a great place
to be, but it just didn't fit for
Marcosus Le Blanc," Le Blanc
said on the sideline following the
Friday night scrimmage. '.
Le Blanc would have been a:
backup this season forBoise State,
but according to him; he will start
this season for the Bobcats and- ..'
will begin practicing this week.
Despite not being on the pre-
: 'seasondepth chart. the loss of Le
Blanc Will ;hurt the depth in the
secondary f(lrBoise State, .
".' "", ~. ~.", -' ... '..' :., ...' .'. '., .....
I
Anthony Montgomery (18) Is one of two juniors who will see playing lime this Season as the kicker for the Broncos.
start putting them through. I
think I was just a little too ex-
cited and got into the hype. I just
need to slow down and start put-
ting them through," Montgomery
said.
Riddle sees it about the same.
"He's coming along just fine.
He's not a high-strung guy. I think
that once he gets used to his sur-
roundings, he's going to be just
fine."
·''':'eN ..".'.
amms BY STANLEY BREWSTERITHE ARBITER
(Above rtght) Legedu Naanee (4) catches a pass as Quinton Jones (23) goes
for the tackle. fAbove) Jerard Rabb (1) hauls in a pass Friday night. (Below)
Chris Christopher and Marcosus Le Blanc have both left the Bronco program.
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rile PII~g~tu\ entslresearch
the .thermodynamic theory of·
I incompressible hydrodynarriics:
\ (and that band you heard last Saturday),
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',XMisslon Internet connectsyou to.
, \ '. '. ' , " /', ' ,
feature-rich tools-to find information
aQouf'anything: quanuiiTh,mechaniCs;
,Get~ud~Stein,'Shostako\rich,'
redlieadssshces, theBoise state '
Allime'Cluh •..whateveryoli"mightbe
, '." " '" " ". "concentrating' on. '. ".
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Quinton Jones and Gerald
Alexander will start at corner
for Boise State. Both Rashaad
Hichards and Rashaun Scott are
the primary backups at corner.
Junior Chad McKibben (three
'tackles in 2004) and junior college
transfer Keyon Kiles could also
see playing time. Kiles intercept-
ed a Nick Lomax pass on Friday
night for the third-team defense.
The other true freshman that
could see playing time this season
is Orlando Scandrick. The former
high school teammate and cousin
of leremy Childs has seensignifi-
cant playing time with the sec-
ond-team defense for the Broncos
this fall.
The position battle for right of-
fensive tackle may be secured
now. Junior Ryan Keating and
freshman Ryan Clady were both
taking reps with the first-team
offense during camp. But it was
Clady (6-6, 312) who took the reps
with the first -tearn on Friday night
instead of Keating (6-4, 317).
"He's fitting in well, and I think
it's going to be exciting. It's the
most depth we've had in a while,"
All-American senior tackle Daryn
Colledge said.
. One last position change on
the-offensive line is Jeff Cavendar
.to center. Cavendar 'started all
12 games at right tackle, but was'
moved to center in the offseason.
. "It's exciting. 1look forward to
the challenge," Gavendarsaid.
"It was a, little nerve ~acking at
first, the new position, but Ilook
forwardtothe·ch~enge." .
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This is "the Opinion Section
BY DREWMAYE5
Opinion Editor
These pictures, this story, this
discussion, this debate ... This,
this is what the opinion section is
all about this year.
In fact, it's what makes the
opinion section so special, and so
unique. Because not everybody
cares what got stolen from the
dorms, how Boise's local music
scene is, or what the Broncos are
ranked in latest coach's poll. But
everybody, everybody".., has an
opinion on something.
Maybe you have an opinion
on these pictures, or maybe you
don't. -
Stick around though, because
I'm 'sure at some point, some-
thing on this page will strike a
nerve with you. On the opinion
staff sit three college degrees,
two graduate students, one Boise
State University student senator, a
proud and loud feminist, and one
quiet atheist.
We have right Wing, left wing,
moderate, and Libertarian ideas
and viewpoints all foryour enjoy- .
ment.
Straight, gay, single, married,
and divorced are all part of the
opinion team as well.
But even with all this talent and
all this diversity, we still need you.
I still need you. ~
Because no matter how good
my writers are, there is no way I
can make sure everybody's point
of view is represented without
you. What do you care about?
What do you think of when see
these pictures? Is it really all about
an attempt to get you to step out-
side your comfort zone?
To forget for just for one sec-
ond who's right and who's wrong
and just see a side or an idea that
maybe you haven't even looked at
before. Or is it just some excuse to
put a hot girl in a short skirt on the
paper?
Tell me what you think.
Send me guest opinions to
letters@arbiteronline.com.
Post feedback online at www.
arbiteronline.com. Not just for
this story, but for everything.
What do I see when I look at
these pictures? I've been asked
this question all summer.
The answer is simple: I see the
most dangerous thing to man on
the planet. I see the one thing that
strikes fear into the hearts of men
and the last real hope of bringing
any sort of balance to a society
dominated by patriarchal values
and beliefs. I see a beautiful, in-
telligent woman. And the truth is
this ... there's nothing scarier to a
guy than that. ..
So consider this your personal
invitation to the opinion page.
Better yet, consider it your warn-
ing. Because this year, the kid-
gloves are coming off.
This is a response
. BY AUTUMN HAYNE5
Interim Women's Center
Coordinator
In response to the l?ho-
to layout, the Boise State
Women's Center has three
reactions:
Were any human rights
violated?
We expect that there will be nu-
merous reactions to these photo-
graphs. However, when held up to
a human rights framework, one'
must conclude that no rights have
been Violated. The woman in the
photographs willingly posed for'
each picture. Had these photos
been "doctored" or had-she been
coerced in any way. then her
rights would have been violated
and we would have cause to re-
spond. However, because the pho-
tos were contrived and no rights
of the woman were violated, we
have no objection to the photos.
Now. some may argue that they
feel their rights have been vio-
lated due to the hyper-sexualized
subject of these photos.
Society's Sexualization of
Women
Wecannot deny that we are dis-
cussing these pictures because
'Consider your
reaction if an older
woman or a young
boy or a man
posed for these
same photos.
Would we be
having this dis-
cussion? And if so,
would thecontent
change?
Why do we sexu-
alize some and de-
sexualize
others? ,------
systems exist in this country
that sexualize the female gender,
thereby objectifying women.
These pictures, while sugges-
tive, are not all that shocking or
unsettling because we are accus-
tomed to seeing women, particu-
larly attractive women. portrayed
in this manner.
However, why are we looking at
pictures of a woman in a science
lab instead of reading about her
research? Consider your reaction
if an older woman or a young boy
or a man posed for these same
photos?
Would we be having this dis-
cussion? And if so, would the con-
tent change?
Why do we sexualize some and
de-sexualize others?
The institutionalized, patriar-
chal systems exist in our society
to sexualize and objectify women
rather than celebrate their ac-
complishments as citizens and
contributors to this community.
·..SafetyConcerns... ......
. Finally, there are some serious
concerns for this woman's per-
sonal safety. Understanding that
these photographs were staged
for the purpose of deve/o ping
discussion, one must note the im-
practicality of the setting.
Any person, student or profes-
sional, working in a lab around
potentially dangerous chemicals
would take precautions to protect
themselves. For example, close-
toed shoes, the appropriate wear-
ing of safety goggles, and the cov-
ering of exposed skin are protocol
for any lab technician.
Basically, we encourage you not
to attempt this at home.
This is crossing the line
BY RICHAE 5WANBECK
Guest Opinion
Go ahead, call me conservative.
I won't deny it, because it's true.
I guess it was about a month ago
that I was asked to take a specific
picture for the newspaper of a girl
over in one of the chemistry labs
on campus.
The' picture was going to be
used for an article about this girl.
Sure. I didn't have a problem with
that. In fact that's my job - I take
the pictures for the paper.
I was asked to take the picture
in a way that would break the
stereotype of "only nerdy people
work with chemicals,"by showing
that this girl wasr.eally quite pret-
ty. Not only did my editor want
her to look pretty, but also "sexy."
The editor followed along on the
shoot, and directed the way that
he wanted it to look.
The photo shoot done, I headed
back to the offices to edit my pic-
tures.
The moment that I pulled those
pictures up on the screen, I felt
embarrassed and uneasy about
the way that they looked.
To me, this particular picture
looked suggestive, and seductive.
After some thought about it, I de-
cided that Ldld not want that pic-
turein the paper with my name
under it as the photographer.
As a photojournalist, my job at
the paper is to take a picture that
tells a story, ormakes a statement
about a situation or a person. This.
picture had no purpose or reason
.to be printed.
Itwasn't telling a story, and it
wasn't explaining the situation
any better. It was merely a seduc-
tive picture of agirl in not much
more than a lab coat. I understand
that we, as a college newspaper.
are supposed to push the limits,
and do things that are "shocking"
and abrupt.
These are the things that make
people. stop and take a second
look. But there is a fine line be-
tween' pushing the .limits and
crossing the line of professional-
ism.
To me, printing this picture
would have been crossing that
line, and it just wasn't worth it.
Don't get me wrong, I know that
sometimes you can cross this
line to make a.strong statement.
But in this situation. there was no
strong statement that needed to
be made.
I had the final decision on
whether or not this picture should
be printed - and it took me about
a month to finally decide. In one
respect, I could see how a picture
such as this could, like the edi-
tor wanted, be able to break the
"geek" stereotype. This picture
definitely showed that. I forced
myself to crawl out of my censer- .
vative skin, and look at this situ-
ation more objectively than I had
at the beginning. After a month
of debating it over and over in my
head however. I. still couldn't see
the rational reason for putting it
·in the paper. Printing this picture
would be. for me •. crossing this
· line between photojournalism
and unprofessional work, .
inion
PHIllO BY DREW MAYESrrHE ARBITER
Opinion Editor Drew Mayes staged photos 01 Rachelle Toobtan to illustratd
tlie nonexdustvity oltntelligence and sex appeal
.·Doos,this-,:phQtg
bother you?
enough to produce a full-page of
articles in the university newspa-
per.
"Hey. you want a shot?" In the real world, no one thinks
These were the words twice about these women walk-
that I posed to the guy ing down the halls of the Student
standing across the bar Union Building with the same
from me. Little did I know amount of skin showing, but the
that this guy was the opinion second a lab coat is added to the
editor of The Arbiter, and was mix, all of a sudden it's con sid-
about to place me ered pornographic (and for those
right in the middle of a of you who have stated that the-
possible Boise State campus ses pictures are just that, please, I
controversy. implore you to getout more).
After I talked to' him, he Could it be possible that it is-
couldn't believe' that I was a you who are stereotyping the
.Molecular and Cell Biology rna- scientific field and intelligent
[or, that I was doing 'research in women in general? I have found
Analytical Chemistry testing ar- that. intelligence. is commonly
senic concentrations in Idaho associated with pocket protec-
drinking water, and that I scored tors and big-rimmed, coke-bottle
higher on my MCAT than all of glasses. When a woman is seen
his "smart" friends. .. wearing something on the oppo-
All this on top of the fact that site scale of this norm, it's con-
I drank his sorry ass under the sidered wrong, and all respect
table. He had allof these stereo- for that woman is lost. The scl-
types about who I was, who I entlflc' community is one of the
should be, and how I should act. A only fields where dressing even
few more shots and he convinced slightly sexy is somehow equal to
me he wasn't the only one who dressing completely slutty.
had these stereotypes, thus an Are future women scientists
idea for an article and photo shoot supposed to dress in buttoned-
was born. .So here lam, posing up-to-the-throat shirts and skirts
the following questions to you: down past their knees justto gain
Why are these pictures so shock- respect? Did I not get that memo?
ing to you? Why can't a woman I was under the impression that
look. feminine and sexy without the feminist movement liberated
having to sacrifice respect in the all women from having to dress
scientific world? _ a certain way ... but apparently I
Take a walk around cam- was wrong. The Ideaofbeing able
pus through all of the to dress however you want has not
departments; Women with short yet made its way to the scientific
skirts and cleavage abound; yet community. But what do I know,
this is' not' considered shocking I'm just a girl in a skirt.
BY RACHELLE TOOBIAN
Guest Opinion
1\
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Opinion Writer
As lfwe haven't heard enough
whiningfrom the left, Sandra Day
O'Connor had to stepdown from
. . the Supreme Court and open a
. whole new chapter of social cri-
sis. It's like the 2004 presidential
election all over again - liberals
. threatening to move to Canada
and prophetically warning of a re-
turn to the dark ages. Next thing
you know, Michael Moore will
come out with a documentary
film linking John Roberts to the
illuminati conspiracy.
Liberals are understandably
upset. They lost the House,' the
Senate, and the Presidency to evil
right wing conspirators - it's a
CLiberals should be .counting
their lucky stars - a perfectly
secular, non-religious activity
which neither affirms nor de-
nies the existence of GOd.,
matter of immense .aggravation
and embarrassment. .
Now they stand to lose the.last
government body willing to legis-
late a liberal agenda: the Supreme
Court. Oops, did I say legislate? I
meant "adjudicate." Sillyme.
The liberal court sbamelessly
bears a record of activism and
constitutional degradation that
must have the founding fathers
rolling in their graves. For ex-
ample, the court miraculously
found the "right" to shove a fork
into the brain of an unborn child
and vacuum its lifeless body from
the womb (Roe v. Wade, Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, Stenberg v.
Carhart).
The court also launched an
open assault on the free exercise
. of religion (Santa Fe Independent
School District v. Doe, Lee v.
Weisman, Edwards v. Aguillard,
Wallace
v. Jaffree,
Allegheny
County
v. ACLU),
and most
recently,
the right
to own
and main-
tain prop-
erty (Kelo
v. City of New London).
And now comes rectifica-
tion. That's right, rectification. I
want to be able to sleep at night
knowing the constitution is safe
from radical alteration. In a
The forgotten epidemic: Why
gays are losing the war on HIV
BY TAYL..OR C. NEWBOLoD .
Arbiter staff
I visited San Francisco earlier
this month, a city where one in
four gay men are mv positive.
, The sadder portion of that statis-
tic is that many of them don't real-
ly care whether they are or are not
positive. AIDS is viewed now as
a chronic disease tantamount to
diabetes. Ithas become passe, cli-
che, and "so 1985."Unfortunately,
this sentiment is not confined to
San Francisco but to the gay com-
munity nationwide.
To me it seemed the entire city
had been completely devastat-
ed by some. sort of war fatigue.
I asked a number of men their
opinions on AIDS and being gay.
Regardless of their age and how
long they had been living in the
BayArea, most of their responses
were-of a nonchalant nature. One
of them actually propositioned
me for sex. No thank you.
The onset of the AIDS epi-
demic in the heart of the gay
Mecca caused a pervasive anxi-
illY amongst gays which eventu-
ally led to a burn out of sorts and
has now turned into an egregious
apathy for safer sex. According to .
the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC), gay and bisexual men
make up more than 2/3 of all HIV
infections in men and are still one
of the largest populations with
and at risk formv.
A simple glance of the popular
Web Site gay.com shows a per-
plexing and disturbing combi-
nation more often than not. Like
many gay media outlets, gay.com
has a highly sexual facade to it.
The main page features links to
selected members of the site who
are often good-looking, twenty-
something, men. The names of
chat rooms to choose from range
from "chubby chasers" to "wet
and messy."
For revenue reasons, the site
also features a barrage of adver-
tisements, which are often from
pharmaceutical companies push-
ing out the newest antiretroviral
medication for HIV.
Often the ads are of healthy-
looking, supposedly gay,men with
smiles on their faces and slogans
like "Just once a day!" slapped
across themselves. Wouldn't it be
eye-catching if these ads had the
same men on them but with slo-
gans such as, "Will give you se-
vere diarrhea and may cause your
kidneys to shut down!" I'd like to
see that level of honesty. Ifthe ads
are not of medicine, then they are
of pornographic Web sites and
videos. .
The life ofa young, hot, gay man
on the outside seems to be great,
but not to this homosexual. By
the thousands, they congregate
to participate in circuit parties
- massive, days long, events fu-
eled by music, illicit drug use, and
- you guessed it - promiscuous
sex. The reasoning behind such
a spectacle? They charge at least
$5~ a body and-give a porUpl1 of
the proceeds to charity, most of-
ten an AIDS charity. Ironic Isn't
it?
Crystal meth use is now a lead-
ing health epidemic amongst
gay men, next to HIV and STDs,
which makes sense because
where there's one there usually is
the other. IfSatan himself were to
design a drug, itwould have been
meth.
Studies involving gay men show
that more and more are hooking
up online. There isn't a doubt in
my mind that this happens on
gay.com, a site which rarely ever
has safer sex advertisements on
its pages.
What are the steps that need to
take place to reduce infections?
All gay bathhouses must be shut
down. During 'the 1980s, many
such establishments were shut
down with much political fervor;
however, they are coming back in
larger numbers throughout the
U.S. every year. Having sex in a
,public facility is not a civil right.
Circuit parties must stop. If
the real reason to have these is
to raise much needed funds for
charity, then have a banquet, bar-
beque, or a drag show. Do some-
thing else besides play loud tech-
no music and dance with sweaty
topless men.
The Bush Administration must
fully fund' all social programs
dedicated to caring for those in-
fected and affected by HIV and
AIDS.
New and better intervention
programs must be created and
funded to prevent further infec-
tion. The administration is not
doing enough for AIDS in this
country, let alone in the world.
Web sites such as gay.com
should run honest ads about what
living with HIV is really like on a
large scale, rather than posting
pharmaceutically paid honky-
dqry ads which lead others ~q
belleve that HIV is not a big deal.
They should also hire profession-
al counselors so that chatters will
have the opportunity to receive
help on a number of levels, from
couple's counseling to getting
help for substance abuse.
The gay media must endorse
monogamy as not only an ideal,
but a necessity, and steer away
from its ubiquitous hypersexual
messages.
Now is the time for gays to fig-
. ure out what they value in life. Is
it life they value or is it having a
six-pack and a hot boyfriend? Is it
family or is it sex? Is it dignity or
is it getting high? Has anything
really changed since the early
1980s?
The party is over whether they
know it or not.
Q: I need a pIt time job that's
very flexible in the schedule I have
to work. Would an on-campus job
bea good idea?
-Flexible Freshman
A: On-campus jobs are an ex-
ceilent opportunity to have a flex-
ible schedule. Departments' are
very encouraging to students,
and. depending on. their needs,
can more than likely arrange an
agreeable work schedule for you.
Youmustbe taking at least six
credit' hours' worth· of classes if
.you're anundergrad and five. if
. ,you'rea graduate student to qual-
iryas a student employee.
.,' . .," "{
You can also work up to 30
hours aweek as a student employ-
ee, and hours per week are gener-
ally 10-25;
The Career Center is hosting the
first annual On-campus Student
- Job Fair on Thursday, Aug. 25,
from 9:00 a.m. -; 3:00pm in the
BSU-Hatch Ballroom! This will
give you a chance to meet with
over 25 on-campus departments
.and learn more about them and
their job openings. .
VisitCareerCenterorourwebsite,
where you cancheckout our many
services, including Broncolobs.
We lookforward to helping you in
your job search! .
Q: I am planning on attending
that On-Campus Student Job Fair
on Aug. 25. What should lwear? It
is too hot for a suit and tie! Can I
wear shorts and flip-flops? '
-Hotto Trot
A: For our student job .fair,
wear nice pants-or-a dress shirt on
the "dressy" end, or shorts and a
casual shirt (such as a polo shirt)
on the "casual" end...;,.somewhere
in between asuit andflip"f1opsl
Whatever you choose, make
your mom proud, and be sure it is
clean and wrlnkle free!
2003 Congressional hearing, Mr;
Roberts said of judicialactiv-
ism, "When scrutiny ... goes too·
far on the
part of the
judges and
becomes
what I
think is
properly
called ju-
dicial ac-
tivism,
that is cer-
tainly the
central dilemma of having an un-
elected, undemocratic judiciary
in a democratic republic."
It's like he took the words right
out of my mouth.
What's not to like about this
guy? He graduated magna cum
laude from Harvard Law,worked
for two presidential administra-
tions, argued 39 cases before the
Supreme Court, and serves on a
federal court of appeals. .
Ifthe Senate confirmation hear-
ings are designed to challenge a
nominee's professional qualifi-
cationaRoberts should have no
problem - he's about as qualified,
as they come.
Granted, he's conservative.
What do liberals expect, another
Ginsburg or Warren? The people
of this nation voted with their
dimpled and impregnated chads
- there's a conservative mandate
here.
President Bush and Congress
enjoy a comfortable majority with
which they. could nominate. an
extremist, suspend the filibuster,
and pushjust about any nomina-
tion through the Republican-con-
trolled Senate without a hitch.
In all honesty, however, liber-
als should be counting their lucky
stars (a perfectly secular, non-re-
ligious activity which neither af-
firms nor denies the existence of
God, nor endorses the worship of
such).
Instead ofappointing someone
like John Bolton or Ann Coulter to
the Supreme Court, Bush chose
a moderate constitutionalist of
stalwart character ..
It lloks like it doesn't get much
better than that - especially for
those in the wayward minority.
Bronco Bustin'
Boise State's version D~ 'Jay Walking'
Q: What does ASBSU stand for?
Jeremiah Hagler (The defending Boise State Bronco
Bustin' Champion)
Graphic Design
Junior
Malt Shepherd
Entrepreneur Business Management
Freshmen
A: Associated Students of Boise State University, suckas!
Editor's Comments: Who is this guy? Ken Jennings?
A: Associate Student ... BSU
Editor's Comments: Uh, not really.
Amy Anderson & Lori Sears
Social Work
• Graduate Students
Josh Williams
Business
Junior
A: Association of Students at Boise State University
Editor's Comments: That's so close it hurts.
A: Applied ·Studiesof Boise State University
Editor's Comments: Apply this, dude.
Porn IS degrading and
dangerous to women
The Commission on Obscenity Pornography also encourages
and Pornography defines pornog- racism and sexism by showing
raphy as having a distinguishing young naked white skinny wom-
The human body is a marvelous characteristic in "the degrading en with oversized (usually fake)
work of art that should be appre- and demeaning portrayal at: the breasts alongside fully clothed
ciated and admired in the flesh. role and status of the human Ie- men. Viewers are led into a world
In Boise, Idaho, we have certain male as a mere sexual object to be of illusion that the real world full
restrictions and laws prohibiting exploited and manipulated sexu- of real women cannot satisfy.
most nudity from being exhlb- ally." Not so startling then, police Rape and violence against
ited, women has been connect-
.NevefrAtheless'bthebhegihn-.' C' . . ed to pornography. Our re-
mng a ugust roug t t e P h pressed society, full of rules
Fluffgirl Burlesque Society ornograp Yencourages and restrictions, has led pent
to the Neurolux bar. An en- racism and sexism by showing' up sexual frustration to be
thusiastic crowd gathered,· . exhibited Violently.
clapped, and roared with young naked white skinny Erotica seeks mutual plea-
laughter as three lovely women with oversized sure; moreover, neither part-
women entertained with ner has to identify with the
provocative," yet .tasteful (usually .fake) breasts, ,"....' victim or conqueror. Sex can
dancing. Jokes ensued over and should be pleasurablefor
Boise's stiff limitations,as . ~IIpartners in a safe and car-
well as pleasingone's man, have found pornography in the ing environment. "Condom"
and gorillalovtn', . possession of every known serial or "vagina'" should not be shock-
I enjoyed the show, however, . killer. ing words, but natural to our
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